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The starship battle raged as if it had a life force
of its own. Many ships had been lost to both sides
already and the Alliance and Imperial
commanders alike knew that the Rebels didn't
have an inexhaustible supply of fighters (the
Imperial Star Destroyer Vehemence certainly
appeared to have-as one Rebel crewer put it-all
the guns in the universe behind it).
A lone Y-wing limped along the periphery of
the battle, her pilot a veteran of many such
engagements. "Flight Leader Wilkins, beginning
my run," he intoned calmly. Keying his comlink
for a quick message to his astromech, he called
out, "Better hang on back there, buddy."
BXET-R2 (or "Box" as his master was fond of
calling him), checked the restraining straps and
clamps that held him in place behind the cockpit
of the Y-wing. The R2-unit emitted a mournful
beep and Wilkins chuckled as he read the
translation on his computer system: "Try not to
crash this time."
The Y-wing sped through the carnage, as
Wilkins cautiously, carefully placed the aiming
reticle of his missile launchers squarely on the
Vehemence. The fighter sped forward, crossing
the kilometers to the Star Destroyer rapidly, as the
targeting computer sought for a lock on the
Vehemence's bridge.
Just as the targeting computer signalled a positive lock, Wilkins triggered his firing controls
while his backseat gunner blazed away at the Star
Destroyer's shields with the Y-wing's ion cannons.
A brilliant spray of light and fire illuminated the
area, blinding the pilot.
Too late, Box howled a warning to the blinded
pilot as a TIE bomber-damaged in the explosionscareened into the Y-wing's path, striking the forward shields and sending the pair of fighters spinning wildly out of control.

Cynabar's Fantastic Technology: Droids is
intended to help players and gamemasters moreeasily integrate droids into an ongoing Star Wars
campaign. The information in this volume can be
used to design droids for use as both gamemaster
characters and player characters. In addition, several
scenario hooks are presented to help gamemasters
develop droid

Box ran diagnostics on the ship and reported
both blaster cannons on the nose of the Y-wing
had been sheared completely off. The cockpit still
had a breathable atmosphere but structural damage
to the nose was considerable.
Box patched into the ship's internal sensors and
found that Master Wilkins was still breathing and
did indeed have a pulse. Still he failed to answer
over the comm. The droid peered into the cockpit
and saw that Wilkins and his ion gunner were
slumped over in their seats.
Taking control of the drive system, Box corrected the Y-wing's wild spin, halting the craft
smoothly. Checking the navigational sensors, the
droid noticed the TIE bomber had also regained
control and was limping towards the damaged Ywing, positioning itself for the inevitable kill shot.
The droid began carefully modulating the gravity within the cockpit in an attempt to jostle the
pilot awake. At the same time, Box plugged into
the auxiliary control port with one of his many
appendages and lurched the Y-wing forward and
up into an arch that brought her out and away from
the bomber's current vector.
The bomber-badly damaged itself-sped past
without acquiring a target lock and was sluggishly
repositioning for another shot. BXET-R2 tied into
the Y-wing's fire control system and armed the
proton torpedo launcher. Sending the ship into as
steep a dive as possible he inverted the ship and
triggered off a wild shot, sending the blue-white
projectile hurtling at the Imperial fighter.
The Imperial pilot frantically avoided the missile, once again losing control of his damaged vehicle. A moment later, Box activated the Y-wing's
hyperdrive and the stubby fighter leapt into hyperspace and away from the battle....

themed adventures. A new method for constructing
droids is also presented, allowing gamemasters and
players to build these fascinating machines. Finally, a
detailed selection of dozens of droid types-some new,
some familiar-are compiled in the Droid Datalog.
These droids can be used as the basis for droid player
character templates are can be used as "stock" droids
during a roleplaying session.

DEFINING DROIDS
"Droid: A mechanical and/or electronic construct
designed and put into service to assist organic life."
--From the Cybot Galactica Design Team Operations
Manual
While the above definition is substantially correct,
it does not fully describe what exactly a droid is. A
droid is more than a computer that can move under its
own power. Often a droid is designed with a personality as complex as that of an organic life form, or with
the ability to perform tasks that are too physically demanding for living beings.

Most droids are programmed with an advanced
synthetic intelligence, separating them from their
pure-ly robotic cousins (non-intellect bearing mechanisms, such as factory assembly robots common on
many low-tech worlds). Not all droids have the same
complexity of programming, and there is vast
diversity in droid functions, designs and capabilities.
A majority of droids have the common traits of
selfaware
intelligence,
locomotion,
sensory
reception, logic, manipulation and communication,
based on the
requirements of the manufacturer.
Droids are classified into five degrees, as follows:

• First Degree Droids. Usually utilitarian in disposition, droids of this class are programmed with the
physical sciences, medical sciences, or mathematics
in mind. First degree droids are usually teamed up
with organic counterparts to facilitate the completion
of any specific task. The 2-1 B surgical droid is an
example of a first degree droid.
• Second Degree Droids. This type of droid is frequently designed for functionality over aesthetics. A
second degree unit's ability is often overlooked by the
uninformed, simply because of the droid's physical
appearance. The lack of advanced personality programming on many models adds to this common misconception. Second degree droids are programmed
for environmental, engineering, and technical duties
as well as applied sciences. Astromech droids--such
as the famed R2-series--are second degree droids.
• Third Degree Droids. The most common models to
be seen with organic beings are third degree droids.
They are designed and programmed with the social
sciences in mind, specializing in protocol, translation,
organic relations, teaching, diplomatic, and other
functions that put them in regular contact with
organics. As such, these droids tend to be physically
designed in the mold of their makers, or the
manufacturer's intended customer base. Protocol
units like the 3PO and Siak-series are classified as
third degree droids.
• Fourth Degree Droids. Such units are illegal in
most

systems. Fourth degree droids are designed for military and security operations. After several accidents
involving the design and manufacture of these "mechanical soldiers," the use of fourth degree droids was
prohibited, except for certain models designed for
legitimate military use. Although publicly denouncing
the use of lethal droids for any operation, the Empire (
as well as several underworld organizations) use
fourth degree droids in an assassin capacity. Defense
droids, like the G-2RD, are fourth degree droids.
• Fifth Degree Droids. Similar to primitive robotic
units, fifth degree droids are typically programmed for
menial duties such as simple lifting, mining, salvage,
transportation, sanitation and waste control. Fifth degree droids generally perform tasks deemed unfit or
impossible for organic life. This class of droid is seldom equipped with any advanced knowledge processors, save for those that are required to perform an
intended task. Fifth degree droids are the most common (and most affordable) found throughout the galaxy. The BLX-series labor unit is but one of the many
fifth degree droids found throughout the galaxy.

EXTRAPOLATED HISTORY

--From the Cybot Galactica Design Team Operations
Manual

The true origin of droid technology is unknown.
What is known is that droid technology predates
space

flight. Droids "evolved" from ancient robotics
technology (coupled with the addition of primitive
artificial intelligence). Rudimentary skills could be
programmed into one of these machines, and the
programming would "learn" and enhance itself to fit
specific tasks.
As electronics and software compression technology improved, programming a droid with multiple
skills became standard practice. Droid technology
expanded and units were seen in systems across the
Old Republic.
Resentment directed at these units appeared almost immediately. It was widely felt that the use of
mechanical intelligence was the cause for massive job
loss throughout much of the galaxy. This widespread
feeling was not enough to hold technology back, how
ever. Sales of droids among the affluent increased,
and eventually, droid manufacturers began producing
lessexpensive models for the commercial market.
Once personal-use models became common, engineers began working on developing personality software to make interaction between droids and organics
easier. The initial personality designs were primitive;
add-on voice modules that mimicked organic speech,
and patently fake synthetic skin were perhaps the
earliest examples of "droid personality" extras available to the commercial market. Later, intricate matrices were developed allowing a droid to simulate
emotions. These matrices developed and learned on
their own without assistance from a programmer.

The advantage of a droid possessing a distinct personality was obvious to those in the automata-manufacturing industry: it was easier to sell an item that
could assist in selling itself. Many beings found
owning something that possessed what could be
loosely termed as "artificial sentience" a novelty. (
Early droid manufacturers borrowed heavily from the
home pet in-dustry's marketing campaigns,
encouraging consumers to bring a droid "into the
family.")
One disadvantage concerning droid personalities
became apparent very quickly: some units--particularly poorly treated or badly maintained droids--developed "anti-social" personalities. Such units were
often recalcitrant, performing as ordered but without
any distinction. Droids of this kind were either taken
back
to the manufacturer under warranty, or
destroyed by angry owners.
Today, droids fill an unspoken niche in society,
performing their daily tasks as ordered. Some notable
droids have broken the barrier that forces them into a
existence of servitude, proving their worth by acting
out on their own (though usually within strict
program parameters).
Organic resentment of droid-kind remains deepseated and has not altered a great deal since the days
of the Old Republic. Many beings continue to see
mechanical intelligence as a threat. Mechanicals are
often deprived of entrance into business and leisure
establishments (save for, units that are required for
their owner's health or assistance).

DROIDS AND THE LAW
THE PAST

While most mechanicals are content to go about
their daily tasks without complaint--at least without
serious complaint--there have been a number of instances when a droid has gone beyond its programming and committed acts that are illegal. These events
have occurred often enough throughout history to
prompt many governments (including the Old Republic) to compose a set of governing laws regarding
droid ownership and the responsibilities therein.
These laws were originally placed into effect primarily as a safeguard against rogue droids and the
organic beings who owned them (notably crime lords
and pirates). If a droid committed an illegal act by way
of a command from its master, the owner would
simply be brought to trial as if he performed the act
himself. Early laws in many systems stated that the
droid was simply a tool with which the criminal act
was performed.
Correspondingly, if a droid committed a minor
crime of its own volition (such as illegally parking or
maneuvering a conveyance, petty theft or other such
misdemeanor), the owner would be ticketed and
fined. The courts would admonish the owner to repair
whatever malfunction the droid had, and that would
typically be the end of the matter. In extreme cases (
destruction of private property, assault, or capital
crimes), the droid would be confiscated and
destroyed.
Many governments employed highly trained engineers and slicers who could perform the necessary
investigations as to the cause of a "rogue" droid's
actions. These beings could readily discover faulty
programming, internal hardware glitches, or--by carefully examining the droid's memory--a criminal command given by the owner. Trials would then be held
as would any other "normal" criminal trial. Droids
whose owners had been convicted of a crime would be
memory-wiped and reprogrammed to factory settings
and auctioned off to a new owner, the profits from
such an auction used to defray the expense of the trial.

IMPERIAL RULE

The rise of the Empire did little to alter the basis
for what has become known as the "Droid Statutes."
Hidden within the Imperial Penal References
compiled by COMPNOR, there is a sub-section
detailing infractions as they are related to mechanical
beings.

CLASS ONE INFRACTIONS

The illegalities listed as Class One are considered
to be capital offenses. Considering the basic prejudice
against droids in the first place (coupled with their
typically subservient role in galactic society), Class
One infractions are often kept quiet by Imperial forces

to quell any widespread panic that could arise from a
droid committing such a horrendous offense.
Punishment for a Class One infraction by
COMPNOR standards requires the droid's owner to
be sentenced to imprisonment from five years to life,
and also mandates the droid's destruction.
Class One infractions include, but are not limited
to, the following crimes:
• Conspiring to overthrow the Empire.
• Voluntary manslaughter.
• Programming or actions with intent on harming
Imperial personnel.
• Programming a droid to engage in espionage activities against the Empire or its citizens.

CLASS TWO INFRACTIONS

While still severe crimes, Class Two infractions are
less serious than Class One violations. Class Two
crimes are common only to larger cities and spaceports and due to the nature of these acts, trials regarding Class Two infractions are often highly publicized.
Class Two infractions include, but are not limited
to, the following crimes:
• Involuntary manslaughter.
• Ownership or installation of an illegal weapon
within a droid's chassis.
• Illegal programming (SkillWare with an availability
rating of "X").
• Unauthorized espionage programming.
Punishment for a Class Two infraction includes
confiscation of the droid, as well as imprisonment for
five to thirty standard years for the owner (typically in
a high-security facility, such as Kessel). In some extreme cases, the droid is destroyed; however, standard practice is to memory wipe and reset the unit's
programming and place it in a public auction.

CLASS THREE INFRACTIONS

Class Three infractions are often overlooked by
Imperial personnel, which delegates responsibility for
policing such crimes to local authorities. Punishment
for a Class Three infraction usually includes a heavy
fine for the owner (from 1,000 to 5,000 credits), and a
mandatory memory wipe and reset for the droid. In
some cases the owner has been found criminal and
the droid has been impounded for public auction.
Class Three infractions include, but are not limited
to, the following crimes:
• Theft in amounts exceeding 10,000 credits standard.
• Ownership or installation of a weapon without a
permit.
• Physical assault not concluding with death.

CLASS FOUR INFRACTIONS
Class four infractions are normally the
most common droid-related crimes. Such
violations are sometimes overlooked in
larger cities and spaceports, though in a
more rural area they are typically enforced
very strictly.
Punishment for a Class Four infraction
includes a modest fine for the owner, from
500 to 3,000 credits standard, and a
memory wipe for the droid in question.
Class Four infractions include, but are
not limited to, the following crimes:
• Theft in amounts between 5,000 and 10,
000 credits.
• Possession or installation of restricted
programming without a permit.
• Property damage (includes other droids).
• Trespassing on droid-restricted property.

CLASS FIVE INFRACTIONS

The Class Five infractions are the lowest
misdemeanor on COMPNOR's list of "
Droid Statutes." The simplest of crimes
often go unnoticed by many law
enforcement officials everywhere.
Punishment for a Class Five infraction
usually results in a small fine for the owner
(100 to 1,000 credits) and a memory wipe
for the offending droid.
Class Five infractions include, but are
not limited to, the following crimes:
• Theft in amounts up to 5,000 credits standard.
• Verbal assault on an organic being.
• Lack of a restraining bolt or other "leashing" technology.

ENFORCEMENT OF DROID
STATUTES

Though these infractions are the basis of
the so-called "Droid Statutes," enforcement
varies widely throughout the galaxy. Some
technologically-advanced worlds--like Coruscant or Derilyn--will lighten the punishments for some of the "lesser" crimes as
the attention of law enforcement personnel
is needed elsewhere. In more-remote areas-such as Tatooine or Gamorr--any injustice
performed by a droid typically wreaks
havoc on the local judicial system for
months on end.

OVERRIDING LIFE PRESERVATION PROGRAMMING
In the Star Wars universe, droids (with the
exception of some fourth degree models) are
required by Imperial law to be equipped with life
preservation programming (LPP).
LPP subroutines prevent a droid from experiencing the compulsion to do harm to an organic
being. The fact that these programming measures
are installed is not necessarily a complete safeguard against rogue droids, but due to the sophistication of programming technology, the
likelihood of a droid going rogue is lessened a
great deal.
Even fourth degree droids, who are by their
nature aggressive, are given LPP routines defining
when action against organic life may be taken.
Still, there are those who would attempt to
override the LPP, allowing a droid to participate
in combat. This is not a simple task by any means.
However, the Imperial law enforcement apparatus does not expend a great deal of effort
enforcing this statute in the outlying regions of the
Empire; such matters are usually delegated to
local droid enforcement officers.
In game terms, if a character wishes to override
a droid's life preservation programming, she must
make two successful skill rolls, a droid programming roll and a command roll. The droid
programming roll is based on the degree of the
droid, while the command roll is an opposed roll
versus the droid's willpower skill or Knowledge
attribute (whichever is higher).
Many planetary militias have even gone so far as to
create special branches of law enforcement officers
that specialize in droid-related crimes. These groups
are not unlike the technicians and slicers employed
by the Old Republic; these officers investigate and
prosecute crimes that violate the Droid Statutes.
Typical droid enforcement agent. Dexterity 3D,
blaster 3D+ 1, blaster: DEMP gun 5D, dodge 4D,
Perception 2D+2, search 3D+2, Knowledge 3D+1,
Strength 3D, Mechanical 2D, repulsorlift operation
3D, Technical 4D, droid programming 5D+ 1, droid
repair 5D, demolitions
4D, security 4D+2. Move: 10. Blaster pistol (4D),
DEMP carbine (3D ionization damage, 3-25/60/250,
ammo: 10).

THE DROID'S RIGHTS
MOVEMENT

Because of the mechanical semblance of sentience
that many droids possess, a number of "Droid's
Rights" factions have popped up across the galaxy.
Most of these organizations are harmless, sending
petitions to

Gamemasters may decide for themselves if the
two rolls should be made in the same round (causing a multiple skill use penalty of -1D), or if the
character may take two rounds to perform the
action.

DROID PROGRAMMING OVER
RIDE DIFFICULTIES

First Degree
Second Degree
Third Degree
Fourth Degree
Fifth Degree

Very Difficult
Difficult
Heroic
Moderate
Difficult

Note that not all droids have LPP subroutines.
While the Empire mandates this programming be
installed in all civilian droids, it does not enforce
this law outside of the Core Worlds. In the somewhat lawless Outer Rim Territories, for example,
many outlaw techs and droid slicers have overridden this programming; characters should be made
aware that it is possible that any droid they
encounter could have had its LPP protocols
erased.
Anyone attempting to determine if a droid has
had its LPP subroutine overridden must make a
successful droid programming roll_ using the
difficulties listed above. The attempt takes 1D
minutes.
government officials, marching in protest at droid
auctions, and generally behaving in a well meaning (if
annoying) manner. There are, however, some groups
which have used violence in their struggle to "
emancipate" droids. The droid-terrorist groups have
popped up in some of the more-remote systems of the
Empire, engaging in a variety of crimes. Some groups
are harmless, committing only petty crimes (such as
reprogramming a citizen's droid to recite terrorist
slogans). Others are more aggressive, bombing droid
manufacturing facilities and committing any number
of Class One crimes to further their cause.

THE COALITION OF AUTOMATON RIGHTS
ACTIVISTS

The Coalition of Automaton Rights Activists has
been around and active for several decades. The Coalition is comprised of several factions ("Grease Lovers," as their opponents prefer to call them). The
Coalition's leadership is made up of individuals who,
for the most part, share a common ideal: that all
droids should be accorded the same respect and
consider-

ation that is shown to any sentient species of organic
origins.
That is not to say that all members of the Coalition
share the same ideas about how to express this ideal.
One of the more radical organizations--"Olgreen Intelligence Guild" led by Wilam Olgreen--have gone as
far as erecting portable energy shields around droid
reclamation plants (preventing cargo vessels from
making deliveries of rogue or damaged droids).
Other leaders--like Bethelia Halvala of "The
Symatrum League"--have picketed outside major
manufacturing facilities.

THE MECHANICAL LIBERATION
FRONT

The most dangerous of the droid's rights groups is
the MLF. Led by Jarred Sneel, the MLF has plagued
many companies over the past three decades. Using
hit-and-run tactics, these skilled mercenaries and
engineers have managed to inflict severe damage on
the plants of Industrial Automaton, Sienar
Intelligence Systems, and MerenData, to name just a
few.
The MLF typically enters a manufacturing plant
covertly, planting detonite bombs in strategic locations. The resulting explosions cause chaos and halt
all production for an indeterminate amount of time.
This tactic is effective, though not for releasing droids
from their "oppressive" captors. Much to Sneel's
dismay, the NewsNets mark this group as being
violently opposed to droids, rather than being a group
dedicated to the freedom movement. Currently, there
is a team of Espos moving secretly against the MLF,
and it is believed that this Espo squad illegally
operates within the Empire as well as the Corporate
Sector. The CSA denies this allegation.
The MLF has many members and they are connected by a large network of agents. Thus far they
have been able to avoid major losses at every military
confrontation they have been faced with. The Corporate Sector Authority, as well as the Empire, have
posted large rewards for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the MLF's leaders.

JARRED SNEEL
Type: Terrorist leader
DEXTERITY 2D+1 Blaster 4D, dodge 3D+1
KNOWLEDGE 3D+2 Tactics 4D+2, willpower 5D
MECHANICAL 2D+2
Repulsorlift operation 3D+2, starship gunnery 3D
PERCEPTION 4D
Command 7D, con 5D+1, hide 6D+2, sneak 5D
STRENGTH 2D
TECHNICAL 3D+1
Droid programming 5D, droid repair 5D+1, demolitions
4D+2, security 3D+2
Capsule: Jarred Sneel's background is something of a

mystery; there are literally dozens of stories about his
past, all of them wildly contradictory. What is known is
that Sneel is a male human in his mid 30s, a native of
the Corellian system. He is obsessed with droids,
mouthing slogans about how "organics must rise up and
free droids from their cruel servitude." Whether or not
Sneel truly believes in his cause is unknown; the current
CorSec file on the MLF indicates that it may be a front
for a Black Sun operation.

Typical MLF Soldier. Dexterity 3D, blaster4D,
dodge 3D+2, Knowledge 2D, Mechanical 2D,
Perception 3D, search 4D, hide 3D+2, Strength 2D,
Technical 3D, droid programming 4D, droid repair
5D+ 1, demolitions 3D+2. Move: 10. Blaster pistol (
4D), detonite explosive (6D damage, blast radius of
10 meters).

SCENARIO HOOK
The MLF's leader, Jarred Sneel, launches a
series of bombing attacks on droid plants in an
Outer Rim system; unfortunately, one of the
droid plants is the site of a Rebel espionage
operation. (Several key Rebels are hardwiring
espionage routines in droids on the assembly
line.)
The player characters are sent by the Alliance
to infiltrate the MLF and stop Sneel's bombing
campaign before it damages any other Rebel
interests in the sector.
As an alternative, the characters could be local
droid enforcement agents (or CorSec officers, or
Sector Rangers), sent to prevent any further
bombings and end the MLF's activities. During
the investigation, the characters stumble into the
true motives of the MLF's leader: a Black Suncontrolled company is supplying the construction equipment to rebuild droid plants destroyed
in the bombings. The characters must apprehend
Sneel and prove Black Sun's involvement.

THE REBEL ALLIANCE

Though not considered a true "Droid's Rights"
group by definition, the Rebel Alliance has put forth a
policy of tolerance, for all forms of life (in response to
Palpatine's campaign of intolerance directed at nonhuman species); it would appear that the Alliance's
treatment of mechanicals is an extension of this tolerance.

SCENARIO HOOK
The player's characters are told by their Alliance
commanders to pick up and protect a new "recruit,
" who is defecting from the Empire. This recruit is
actually a servant droid that was owned by an
Imperial officer. The droid, either as a result of
espionage programming or a faulty memory wipe,
has managed to escape Imperial service and wants
to deliver information to the Rebellion.
Upon reaching the rendezvous point, the characters attempt to find their "pickup," most likely
looking for an organic, rather than a droid. The
droid will try to approach them, but it is being

hunted by Imperials and does not wish to get caught.
A variation on this theme involves the Imperial
officer: perhaps he wishes to defect, and has sent
the droid-laden with military secrets-to the Rebel
Alliance to prove his desire to defect is genuine.
However, Imperial Intelligence has suspicions
about the officer and plans to use the droid to track
the Rebels back to their base, as well as exposing
the defection. The characters must find the droid,
retrieve the data, verify its authenticity, and
arrange for the Imperial's defection ... without
tipping the Alliance's hand to the Empire's spies.

DROID MANUFACTURING
COMPANIES

There are several droid manufacturers in the galaxy; some are major corporations with sector-spanning distribution and retail networks, while others are
craftsmen and artisans that individually construct
droids to order. The following are brief descriptions
of some of the key droid producers, and where their
products may be found:

ACCUTRONICS

A former subsidiary of Industrial Automaton,
Accutronics pioneered the marketing of droids to
families, typically in a servant or nanny role. While
not a major success, Accutronics has raised a few
eyebrows among rival corporations; the MK 8001
that Accutronics has introduced is becoming one of
the fastest selling droids in the Outer Rim Territories.
Accutronics can be found on many planets in the
Outer Rim that possess an Imperial class spaceport.

ARAKYD
One of the principal suppliers of military droids to
the Empire, Arakyd has made a name for itself with
the Viper probe droid. Arakyd has only recently
begun to sell droids to the commercial market,
preferring to handle the needs of larger groups such
as the Imperial Navy or the Sector Rangers. Arakyd
droids can be found throughout the Core Worlds, but
typically require military certification or extremely
detailed waivers for purchase.

ARO
Once a strong contender in the field of security
droids, Aro was wiped out by bad publicity; one of
Aro's droids was used in an assassination attempt in
the Corellian system. Still, many of Aro's designs can
be found in surplus auctions and on the Black
Market. The company's founder (and chief designer),
Lirran Aro, lives on Selonia (in the Corellian system).

CALDRAHLSEN MECHANICALS
Caldrahlsen Mechanicals was one of the first manufacturers of automata specializing in legal matters.
These droids, while initially greeted with skepticism,
have become commonplace in the Imperial legal system. Caldrahlsen Mechanicals' main offices and
manufacturing plants are located on Esseles (Darpa
sector, in the Core Worlds; for more information on
Esseles, see pages 221-224 of The Official Star Wars
Adventure Journal, issue seven).

first became widespread, Genetech executives purchased a small manufacturing facility and automated
a significant portion of their operations, hugely
increasing corporate profits by trimming employee
overhead; Genetech's droid program was perhaps one
of the most hotly controversial business practices of
its day and is likely one of the causes of anti-droid
sentiment in the Old Republic.
After a particularly virulent hive virus ran its
course, Genetech stocks were at an all time low; the
companies much vaunted anti-viral serum had failed
miserably. However, some of the early Genetech
profits had been funnelled into more small droid
manufacturing plants. Within a few years-and several
lucrative legal battles--Genetech re-tooled and began
producing droids for the medical market, and has been
showing a huge profit ever since. Genetech droids can
be found on most planets with a stellar class (or
better) spaceport.

CYBOT GALACTICA

GO-CORP/UTILITECH

Cybot Galactica is one of the foremost droid manufacturers in the galaxy, famous for its 3P0 line of
protocol droids. Not surprisingly, CG is one of the
major forces in the Corporate Sector as well as an
impressively successful company in the Core Worlds.
Cybot Galactica service centers and droid markets can
be found in every standard (or better) class spaceport.

Go-Corp--a manufacturer of automated conveyances--operates within the Corporate Sector and
maintains service and manufacturing centers on all
CSA planets with a stellar class (or better) spaceport.
Go-Corp manufactures the actual conveyance (typically landspeeders and airspeeders) while the subsidiary company, Utilitech, manufactures the droids that
control the conveyances. Go-Corp/Utilitech products
are not distributed widely outside of the Corporate
Sector, though they can occasionally be found on the
more civilized planets of the Outer Rim Territories.

GEENTECH

Geentech, a small medisensor company, was one of
the first manufacturers to produce a surgical droid
that was widely successful. Unfortunately, Geentech
was run out of business in a cutthroat series of legal
battles with the larger Genetech corporation (which
claimed Geentech's name infringed on several
Genetech copyrights). It is widely rumored that
Genetech won the legal battles after offering the
Empire deep discounts and other trade inducements
in exchange for a satisfactory verdict, though these
allegations have never been substantiated.

GENETECH

One of the largest droid manufacturers, Genetech
was originally a pharmaceutical firm. When droid use

INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATON
Known for high-precision droids, Industrial
Automaton is one of the premier droid manufacturers
in the galaxy (as evidenced by the highly successful
R-series astromechs). IA droids can be purchased on
any planet with a standard (or better) class spaceport.
IA droids can often be purchased at a discount, since
the company is constantly engaged in price wars with
its chief competitor: Cybot Galactica.

KALIBAC INDUSTRIES

MEDTECH

Kalibac Industries-a small industrial automation
firm-has never really found its niche in the galactic
droid market. After a series of legal battles with Cybot
Galactica, KI is substantially weakened. Kalibac
droids are extremely good, however; in fact, many
outlaw techs have stolen the designs of several
Kalibac Industries' droids and produced cheap, faulty
imitations. Kalibac Industries retains only two
manufacturing and retail centers, one on Coruscant
and one on Procopia (the capital of Tapani sector).

The manufacturer of the FX-series medical droid,
Medtech established itself early on as a major contender in the field of surgical automata. The company
has not lived up to its early promise, however; a series
of cutbacks and management shakeups have virtually
ended the production of new droid designs. Currently,
MedTech is downsizing at a rapid rate and only maintains offices and service centers on worlds in the
Deep Core.

MERENDATA
LES TECH
Les Tech is another relatively small company (currently fighting a takeover attempt by Cybot Galactica)
, specializing in exploration droids. Several Les Tech
designs have been adopted by the Imperial scouting
services (though it appears the bulk of Les Tech's
sales are actually to the Rebel Alliance). Les Tech
maintains three manufacturing plants, one located on
Coruscant, and the other two on Brentaal. Les Tech
designs can be purchased or serviced at virtually all
Imperial-class spaceports in the Core Worlds.

MerenData--a contributing sponsor to the Corporate Sector Authority--specializes in the manufacture
of security systems, interrogation droids and target
drones for the military.

PUBLICTECHNIC
A recent addition to the galactic droid market,
Publictechnic deals primarily in large, maintenanceoriented units for sale to municipal and planetary
governments. The main production plant for
Publictechnic droids is on Sennatt (near the Bothan
colony, Kothlis). The company's main service center
and "droid shop" is also located on Sennatt.

LOVOLAN
Lovolan specializes in high-end droid models, designed for service to the wealthy; Lovolan droids are
made from high-quality materials and are often decorated with precious gems and valuable metals.
Lovolan has a chain of retail and service centers
throughout the Core Worlds, and such outlets can be
found on any Core World with an Imperial-class
spaceport.

RIM SECURITIES

SERVO-DROID

One of the more successful droid companies in the
Outer Rim Territories, Rim Securities--based in
Portmoak sector--manufactures security, defense and
exploration units predominantly. The bulk of Rim Securities' sales occur in its chain of "DroidMarts," a
string of small service and retail outlets that are scattered throughout Quence, Parmel and Portmoak sectors. Small DroidMarts can be found in this region on
any planet with a stellar class (or better) spaceport.

Serv-O-Droid specializes in the construction of labor automata, work droids and heavy equipment (
such as construction gantries). While it is no longer a
viable company--its assets were liquidated and split
among the charter members of the Corporate Sector
Authority--many Serv-O-Droid units are still
functioning. A "remainder house," dealing in
reconditioned Serv-ODroid designs, has recently
opened on Elshandruu Pica, and is experiencing a
great deal of success.

SIENAR INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS
ROCHE
"Roche" is the nickname for the droid-manufacturing program instituted by the insectoid Verpine species; the Verpine refer to their droid-building effort as
the "Roche Hive Mechanical Apparatus Design And
Construction Activity For Those Who Need The
Hive's Machines." (Verpine prefer to speak very
specifically; most non-Verpine prefer to simplify the
concept to "Roche.")
The Verpine have long been recognized as exceptional starshipwrights, and--due to their love of technology--eventually branched out into droid manufacturing. The early Roche designs were not wellreceived, but later droids are beginning to gain
popularity.
Roche designs may be purchased from the Verpine
in the Roche system; many Verpine droids have also
found a place in the marketplaces of Ithorian herdships.

One of the fastest growing arms of the massive
Santhe/Sienar corporation, Sienar Intelligence
Systems is competing directly with MerenData and
Arakyd for lucrative government contracts. SISmanufactured droids can not be purchased except
directly from the company, and only after a thorough
background and credit check have been completed.
One of the principal distribution centers of Sienar
Intelligence Systems' products has recently been activated on Corulag, an extension of Santhe/Sienar's research and development complex near Dammon University. (For more information on Corulag, see The
Official Star Wars Adventure Journal, issue seven,
pages 214-215.)
Military and law-enforcement personnel are typically the only groups authorized to purchase Sienar
droids (though it is believed that some nobles in the
Core Worlds and in Tapani Sector have access to SIS
hardware).

TELBRINTEL
A specialist firm, TelBrinTel manufactures droids
for purely scientific purposes (though these designs
often end up in military service). Noted for their high
quality workmanship and extreme accuracy,
TelBrinTel science droids see use in many universities
and military research installations. TelBrinTel
maintains service centers, manufacturing plants and
dealerships throughout the Core Worlds, and recently
began marketing less-expensive models in the Tion
Hegemony, the Centrality and the fringes of the
Corporate Sector Authority (typically on worlds with a
stellar--or better--class spaceport.)

ULBAN ARMS
A recent extension of LeisureMech Enterprises--a
CSA company that's droid division specialized in
highend luxury droids--Ulban Arms has had a great
deal of success with the Class I Defense Droid.
Despite the success of this model, Ulban Arms
manufactures and sells exclusively within the CSA's
borders; apparently the Class I's design was procured
from within the Empire and any attempt to massproduce and sell the droid outside of the Corporate
Sector will likely provoke Imperial penalties.
Currently, the Class I is the only droid-type
manufactured by Ulban Arms, though a number of
security and commercial droids are in development.

VERIL LINE SYSTEMS
Veril Line Systems specializes in industrial droids-such as the EG-series power droid--and has had tremendous success. VLS' main offices are on Coruscant
(where, incidentally, the IN-series information droid is
widely used). VLS droids are available on any world
with a stellar class spaceport.

OTHER DROID MARKETS
While there are literally millions of places to purchase "stock" droids--Galladinium's, Ithorian herdships, manufacturer's outlets, to name a few--some
owner's may wish to have a droid upgraded beyond
the manufacturer's specs ... and in some cases such
upgrades are illegal. While not sanctioned by the Empire, there are a number of outlaw techs that
specialize in droids and droid-related technology. The
following are a small sampling of such droid
technicians and where they may be found:

KLIGSON'S MOON

Kligson's Moon--also known as "Droid World"--is
generally considered a myth, a tall tale shared by Outer
Rim spacers. However, the story is more reality than
myth: Kligson's Moon exists.
The "moon" is actually an artificial construct, a
hybrid of numerous starship hulls, drive engines, and
space station decks, populated exclusively by droids.
Kligson--who's body is almost completely made up of
cybernetic replacement parts--refuses to allow any
organic life aboard his station.
Kligson's moon is mobile; after an encounter with
Rebel agents shortly after the Battle of Yavin, Kligson
moved his home and to date, no one has found its new
location.
KLIGSON'S MOON
Type: Mobile space platform
Scale: Capital
Length: 800 meters
Skill:
Crew: 1,000 (droids), gunners: 20, skeleton 20/+15
Crew Skill: Astrogation 9D, capital ship gunnery 7D,
capital ship piloting 5D+2, capital ship shields (6D),
sensors 7D
Passengers: 2,000
Cargo Capacity: 5,000 metric tons
Consumables: 2 years
Hyperdrive Multiplier. x4
Hyperdrive Backup: x10

Nav Computer. Yes
Maneuverability: 1 D
Space: 4
Hull: 5D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 40/1D
Scan: 80/2D
Search: 125/3D
Focus: 5/3D+2
Weapons:
30 Turbolaser Batteries
Fire Arc: 7 front, 8 left, 8 right, 7 back
Crew: 2
Skill: Capital ship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 3-15/35/75
Atmosphere Range: 6-30/70/150 km
Damage: 9D
5 Tractor Beam Projectors
Fire Arc: 1 front, 2 left, 2 right
Crew: 3
Skill: Capital ship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 1-5/15/30
Atmosphere Range: 1-5/15/30 km
Damage: 4D
Capsule: Kligson's Moon is the name of a unique mobile
space platform, named for its creator. Kligson, a warrior who
was wounded during a major battle (reputedly during the
Clone Wars, though this has never been verified), built the
station as a refuge from organic life; Kligson only allows
droids aboard his station.
Kligson's Moon was assembled from a variety of starship
hulls, space station components, and capital ship engines.
While appearing ungainly, the vehicle is in fact surprisingly
strong, possessing substantial shielding and
weaponry.

KLIGSON

Type: Cyborg recluse
DEXTERITY 2D
Blaster 6D, blaster artillery 5D, brawling parry 5D, dodge 5D,
firearms 5D, melee combat 8D, melee parry 8D
KNOWLEDGE 3D
Alien species 6D+2, intimidation 5D, languages 5D, planetary
systems 5D, planetary systems: Outer Rim Territories 7D,
streetwise 6D, survival 5D, tactics 7D, willpower 1OD
MECHANICAL 3D
Archaic starship piloting 5D, astrogation 10D, capital ship
gunnery 7D, capital ship piloting 4D, capital ship piloting:
Kligson's Moon 10D, sensors 8D
PERCEPTION 3D
Bargain 6D, command 6D, command: droids 11D, con 5D,
persuasion 6D
STRENGTH 3D
Brawling 5D, climbing/jumping 4D, lifting 6D, stamina
7D
TECHNICAL 4D
Armor repair 8D, blaster repair 8D, capital starship repair 10D,
capital starship weapon repair 10D, computer programming/
repair 9D, (A) droid engineering 9D, droid programming 8D,
droid repair 8D
Special Abilities:
Cyborg body : Kligson's body is almost entirely made up of
cybernetic parts; as such Kligson requires no food or water. In
addition, Kligson receives +2D to Strength to resist physical
damage and +1D versus energy damage. Internal Blaster:
Kligson has blasters built into his cybernetic hands (damage
5D, range 10 meters, 10 shots).

Character Points: 27
Move: 10
Capsule: After receiving grievous injuries during a battle
many years ago, Kligson's damaged body was outfitted with a
vast array of cybernetic parts. After witnessing the cruelty that
living beings can inflict on each other firsthand, the
disenchanted warrior vowed never to interact with organics
again. After building a massive space platform out of spare
parts, Kligson surrounded himself with droids (typically
salvaged from spare-part bins) and hid himself away in an
unexplored system.
It is rumored that Kligson had a brief encounter with the
Empire and the Rebellion, though the specifics of the
encounter are not known; after the conflict, Kligson moved his
"Droid World" from its home system and has not been seen
since.

SCENARIO HOOK
The search for Kligson's new location can be
the basis for a scout-style campaign; since
Kligson knows his way around the Outer Rim
Territories, he can be a tremendous source of
information.
In addition, Kligson is a highly gifted engineer
and mechanic, capable of repairing or building a
vast array of ship components and droids. Characters that need a piece of specialized equipment
or a difficult droid modification may find
Kligson's assistance invaluable ... if he agrees to
help them and if they can find him.
Kligson will not deal with organics, nor will he
choose a side in the war against the Empire. He
may, however, agree to speak to a character that
has cybernetic replacement limbs, though this
will take a great deal of persuasion and charm on
the part of the player characters. However, one of
Droid World's strictest laws remains in effect:
anything Kligson repairs, he keeps.
OMZE'S INCREDIBLE TRAVELLING
STARPORT
Omze's Incredible Travelling Starport is a rather
unique space vehicle that jumps-some say randomlyfrom system to system in the Outer Rim Territories.
Run by a sly Sludir, Omze's is a veritable marketplace of hard-to-find services and goods. (For more
information on Omze's Incredible Travelling
Starport, see Platt's Starport Guide, pages 80-96.)
Individuals looking for illegal or restricted droid
modifications may find Omze's useful: Wilam
Olgreen (a droids' rights activist and formerly a
design specialist for Industrial Automaton) tends to
hawk his dubious wares there.

WILAM OLGREEN

Type: Outlaw droid
tech DEXTERITY 2D
Blaster 4D, dodge 5D, melee parry 5D, pick pocket 6D,
running 5D
KNOWLEDGE 4D
Alien species 6D, business 5D, languages 5D, streetwise 6D,
value 6D, willpower 6D
MECHANICAL 2D
Astrogation 4D, space transports 5D
PERCEPTION 3D
Bargain 5D, con 7D, forgery 6D, sneak 6D
STRENGTH 3D
Brawling 5D
TECHNICAL 4D
Demolitions 4D+2, (A) droid engineering 8D, droid
programming 7D, droid repair 7D
Character Points: 8
Move:
Equipment:
Capsule: Wilam Olgreen, a prominent droid's rights activist,
has long maintained an illicit droid modification business in
the Outer Rim. Reasoning that the best way to help droids is to
make them better (adding skills and hardware to a stock
design) so that they can more readily prove their worth to
organic masters.
The Empire, on the other hand, has taken a dim view to
Olgreen's activities, however; several of the "improvements"
Olgreen has made on various droids include the addition of
restricted SkillWare and weapons. Still, if someone has the
cash--and is willing to pay his rather steep fees--Olgreen will
come out of hiding to ply his trade.

STARFORGE STATION

StarForge Station--hidden deep in the heart of Ado
sector's StarForge nebula--is a large outpost built on
one of the many planetoids in the region. A haven for
pirates and smugglers, StarForge Station is a nexus
for
illicit repair and modification operations; while the
techs at StarForge tend to specialize in the modification of space vessels, there are several droid engineers
who ply their trade aboard the station.
Finding StarForge Station is no easy feat; since it is
located in a turbulent nebula, sensor readings are--at
best--sketchy. Since it is also a target of the Empire,
the station's owner (a Duros named Chidee Na Maak)
moves StarForge with great frequency. The best way
to find the station is to maintain contact with pirates
and smugglers, who will reveal the information to
those they trust. (For more information on StarForge
station, see pages 109-113 of Pirates and Privateers.)
STARFORGE STATION
Type: Asteroid
Temperature: Temperate
Atmosphere: Type I (
breathable) Hydrosphere:
Moderate Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Artificial
Length of Day: 20 Standard hours
Length of Year: 300 Standard days
Sentient Species: Varies widely
Starport: Standard
Population: 10,000 (approximately)

SCENARIO HOOK
The characters arrive at Omze's--possibly to
trade, possibly to avoid some Imperial "entanglements"--and encounter an elite undercover squad
of Espos, security troops from the Corporate
Sector Authority.
These Espos are on a covert mission to find
and eliminate Jarred Sneel, leader of the
Mechanical Liberation Front. Unfortunately, they
can't find the elusive terrorist and have resorted
to finding other droid rights activists and pressuring them in hopes of learning Sneel's whereabouts. Their current target is Wilam Olgreen,
who is hiding at Omze's.
As the characters move about the spaceport,
Olgreen approaches them, offering them a great
deal of money if they will transport him to
StarForge Station. If they agree, the characters
must sneak 0lgreen past the Espo thugs and
escape from the starport (fully realizing that
shooting up Omze's place of business will likely
anger the Sludir merchant a great deal).
If they don't agree to help Olgreen, he turns up
dead, with evidence implicating the characters in
the murder; the Espos framed them simply because they were the newest arrivals and were
seen talking to the deceased outlaw droid tech.
The characters must clear their names and expose the Espo operation or face justice at Omze's
hands.

Planet Function: Shadowport
Government: Tenant council
Tech Level: Space
Major Exports: Free market, ships services, starships
Major Imports: Raw and processed materials

"SKOOT" JARIK

Type: Droid slicer
DEXTERITY 3D
Blaster 4D, blaster: DEMP gun 5D, dodge 4D+ 1,
running 3D+2
KNOWLEDGE 3D+1
Investigation 5D
MECHANICAL 2D
Repulsorlift operation 3D+
1 PERCEPTION 2D+2
Search 4D, sneak 3D+1
STRENGTH 3D
TECHNICAL 4D
Computer programming/repair 5D+2, (A) droid engineering
9D, droid programming 6D, droid repair 5D+1, security 5D
Character Points: 6
Move: 10
Equipment: Blaster pistol (4D), DEMP gun (3D ionization
damage, 3-25/60/250, ammo: 10), comlink, datapad, droid
toolkit
Capsule: After attending the CSA Institute of Technology, "
Skoot" returned to his homeworld of Biewa and attempted to
make a living as a droid technician. His career as a droid tech
was an abject failure, however; most Biewans had

little in the way of ready cash and spent their
money on clothing, shelter and food, not droids.
Jarik tried his hand as an information merchant,
but on a backwater world like Biewa he lacked
customers, the same problem he had as a droid
tech. Eventually, Jarik met a smuggler who needed
some illegal modifications
made to his droid, modifications that the cashstrapped technician was only too happy to make.
Before long, word of Skoot's ability spread
throughout the Fringe and the young droid
engineer soon had a thriving trade as an outlaw
tech.
Relocating to StarForge Station, Skoot is one of
the only people aboard that works on droids. Skoot'
s work is extremely reliable-which has made him a
favorite among smugglers (at least those that own
droids)-and typically justifies the high prices Jarik
charges for his services.

SCENARIO HOOK
The characters arrive at StarForge Station,
just in time for an Imperial raid. The initial patrol
that shows up is small, and the station's denizens
manage to fight them off, but more ships will
likely follow. The only problem is that someone
leaked the station's location to the Empire and
the evidence implicates "Skoot" Jerik, the local
droid tech (who just repaired a probe droid of
some kind).
Skoot offers to modify the character's droid (
or to build them one from scratch if necessary) if
they will help clear his name and find the real
traitor: a pirate that frequents the station.

DESIGNING, UPGRADING,
CUSTOMIZING, AND
MAINTAINING DROIDS
Droids in the Star Wars universe can be built and
modified the same as any vehicle or piece of equipment. In most cases however, the internal mechanics
of a droid are so complicated that only the most
learned and experienced of beings can adequately do
the work required.

DROID-RELATED SKILLS

There are three primary skills a character can possess with the express purpose of working on droids.
These are droid programming, droid repair, and the
advanced skill; (A) droid engineering, which is new
to this volume.
DROID PROGRAMMING
Whenever a character wishes to modify a droid's
basic programming, she must make a droid programming roll to accomplish her task. For more
information on droid programming, refer to page 63
of The Star Wars Roleplaying Game, Second Edition,
Revised and Expanded.
DROID REPAIR
Characters use this skill to repair or modify droids.
See below for more information on droid repair, as
well as page 64 of The Star Wars Roleplaying Game,
Second Edition, Revised and Expanded.

(A) DROID ENGINEERING
New to this volume is (A) droid engineering, an
advanced skill. The (A) droid engineering skill
encompasses the various facets of layout, design, and
implementation of producing a droid from scratch. (
While it is possible for a character to construct a
droid using the normal droid repair skill, the process
is extremely difficult; hence the advantage to using (
A) droid engineering.)

As an advanced skill, (A) droid engineering
requires double the amount of Character Points to
advance, as well as a droid repair or droid
programming die code of at least 5D. If a character
has 5D in droid repair but not droid programming,
that character may still purchase (A) droid
engineering (however the bonus effects from the
advanced skill will only apply to attempts that
normally fall under the droid repair skill). The same
is true of characters that possess droid programming
and not droid repair, the advanced skill can be used
in situations where droid programming skill rolls
would also be allowed.
If both prerequisite skills are at 5D or greater, (A)
droid engineering can be used to both repair and program a droid. Refer to page 29 of The Star Wars
Roleplaying Game, Second Edition, Revised and Ex
panded for more information on advanced skills.

DESIGNING A DROID: INITIAL
THOUGHTS

Owning a droid can be an interesting challenge for
a character. The player has the ability to maintain, upgrade, and, with the gamemaster's assistance, even
create a droid. When a character wishes to build a
droid, the first thing that must be decided upon is the

NOTE TO GAMEMASTERS
It should be stressed that the following material presents optional rules for designing and
improving droid characters. If you feel the bookkeeping involved takes away from the flavor of
your game, modify the rules to suit your campaign.
These rules can be used to expand the droid
player character creation process as established
in the The Star Wars Roleplaying Game; Revised
and Expanded, the Gamemaster Handbook, and
revisited in this volume.

intended function of the droid. What is the droid's
primary purpose, and what will it be used for?
Remember that droids are always created with a
specific purpose in mind, and the skills and
components that the unit possesses should reflect that
purpose.
Other things to keep in mind are the droid's appearance, how it interacts with other characters, and
where the droid will see service. Does the droid
appear humanoid? Will it work in a humancompatible surroundings or will it see service in zerogravity or other such harsh environment? Is the droid
a player character? Or will the droid be the tool of
various characters? By answering questions like this-subject to gamemaster approval--the new droid will be
more interesting in the course of the roleplaying
campaign.
TIME TAKEN
Much of the information in this chapter will refer
the reader to a difficulty number. Except where noted,
these skill checks will require a certain amount of
time to complete as well. In addition, certain
modifications require more time than others:
SkillWare (the programming a droid carries) is easier
to modify than TraitWare (the actual physical
components that make up a droid). Use the following
chart to determine the length of time any particular
task will take.

Gamemaster Note: The above estimates are fairly
general; if a character rolls particularly well (or very
badly), vary the Time Taken as appropriate.

THE DROID CHASSIS
TRAITWARE

After deciding upon the droid's intended function, it
must be fit into one of the primary five degrees. (For
example, a protocol unit would use a third degree
chassis, an astromech droid would use a second degree chassis, and so on.)
Once the droid's degree has been determined, the
engineer must purchase TraitWare for the droid; this
is called "outfitting the chassis." Trait Ware purchased
in this fashion (the creation of a new droid type) is
considered to be "hardwired" into the droid, and is the

NOTE TO GAMEMASTERS
The process of selecting a droid chassis and
purchasing SkillWare and TraitWare is a fairly "
quick and dirty" system. The prices on the accompanying SkilIWare and TraitWare tables reflect the cost of any programming modules as
well as physical components of the droid. These
are still general guidelines, however; if the
gamemaster does not want the characters to
construct the droid, it is possible that parts are
not available, or are so scarce that the price of
constructing the new unit is prohibitive.

basic framework for all droids of this type. Note that
TraitWare may be purchased either by full die, or by
pips. Current technology limits any attribute to 1OD (
though it is possible--not recommended, but possible--that the droid character may have attributes
with a die code of OD).
Example: Jeff's character, Dug, wants to build
an astromech unit similar to R2-D2. Dug wants
his droid--PR6-3--to have the following attributes:
Knowledge 2D, Mechanical 2D+1, and
Technical 3D. (All other attributes will have 1D
each.)
Jeff cross-references the degree of his droid (in
this case, a second degree droid), with the specific attribute he is purchasing. (See page 22.)
According to the TraitWare Cost Chart,
edge dice cost 300 credits apiece. Since Jeff
wants his droid to have 2D in Knowledge, he
multiplies the 300 credits by 2 for a total of 600
credits.
Mechanical dice for a second degree droid
cost 150 credits; Mechanical "pips" for such
droids cost 50 credits apiece. Jeff wants PR6-3 to
have Mechanical 2D+1 so he must multiply the
base cost for Mechanical dice (150) by 2, for a
total of 300 credits; the "+1" costs an additional
50 credits, bringing the total for the droid's
Mechanical die code to 350 credits.
Technical dice for a second degree droid are
also 150 credits apiece. Jeff want his droid to
have a Technical die code of 3D; he multiplies
the base cost of the die (150 credits) by the
number of dice desired (3D) for a total of 450
credits.
Finally, Jeff wants his droid to have 1D in all
other attributes. According to the chart, it costs
300 credits for 1D in Dexterity, 300 credits for
1D in Perception, and 350 credits for 1D in
Strength. The total cost of these attributes is 950
credits.
The total cost for Jeff's droid design is fairly
steep: 600 credits for Knowledge dice, 350 credits
for Mechanical dice, 150 credits for Technical
dice, and 950 credits for the remaining attributes,
bringing PR6-3's total cost to 2,350 credits!
Because Dug is purchasing this TraitWare for

TRAITWARE COST CHART (PER DIE)
Degree
Attribute

First

Second

Dexterity
Knowledge
Mechanical
Perception
Strength
Technical

300
150
300
225
350
150

300
300
150
300
350
150

Third

Fourth

Fifth

300
150
325
200
400
325

150
350
300
250
200
400

250
400
250
350
150
200

Fourth
50
150
100
85
65
135

Fifth
85
135
85
150
50
65

TRAITWARE COST CHART (PER PIP)
Degree

Attribute
Dexterity
Knowledge
Mechanical
Perception
Strength
Technical

First
100
50
100
75
150
50

Second
100
100
50
100
150
50

the creation of a completely new droid, Jeff does
not have to roll to install it.
Optional Rule: The above rules assume that the
character is ordering a chassis from a manufacturer of
some type. If the player and gamemaster agree, you
may wish to follow the installation rules in "
Upgrading TraitWare" to build a droid from scratch.
Note that attributes are hardwired to a droid and the
installation will take double the "normal" installation
time.

UPGRADING TRAITWARE

Once a droid chassis has been created, the
hardwired attributes are unchangeable. Through great
difficulty an owner may choose to attempt to improve
a droid's attributes by purchasing and installing
additional TraitWare. TraitWare used in this manner
is considered "soft installed" and is therefore subject
to erasure during memory wipes.
TraitWare is purchased on datacards that contain
TraitWare information. Each card holds enough information to boost the droid's attribute by one pip, and is
the same cost as purchasing an additional pip for
chassis construction (as shown above). It is necessary
to install the datacard using (A) droid engineering. If
a character attempts to install a TraitWare datacard
with droid repair (rather than (A) droid engineering)
the difficulty for the attempt is increased by two
levels. One (A) droid engineering roll must be made
for each datacard the character is attempting to install
onto the droid.

Third
100
50
110
65
135
110

When a character attempts to install information
from a datacard, the information is erased from the
card as it is transferred to the droid. Once installed,
the datacard is useless and should be discarded. If the
roll is successful, the pip is added to the attribute. If
the roll fails, no pip is added and a new datacard must
be purchased to attempt the installation process again.
There have been rumors that some technicians have
been able to copy the datacard's TraitWare to a computer before installation, insuring that the information
will not be lost. However, many manufacturers have
incredibly complex copy-protection measures for
such datacards, so any would-be droid slicer should
be exceedingly cautious about such attempts.

OUTFITTING THE DROID
CHASSIS
SKILLWARE

Once the chassis is designed, the character can
now purchase and install SkillWare. These programs
are readily available in most portions of the galaxy
and (for the most part) are fairly easy to install.
SkillWare allows a character--and in some cases the
droid itself--to upgrade old systems and install new
ones. (In game terms, this means that the droid's skill
die codes are increased.)
SkillWare may or may not require the added installation of external hardware to fully utilize the
program-

ming. For instance, if a program is installed which the
droid does not have the physical capacity for, only
those elements that can function without the hardware
will come into play.
Example: Jeni installs the languages skill into
her R2 unit. Because the R2 unit does not have a
vocabulator, it may only understand many different languages, not speak them. Jeni solves this
problem by adding Industrial Automaton's Rseries Voice Box Adapter (Galladinium's Fantastic Technology, page. 27).
Use the SkillWare Catalog (found on pages 23-24)
when purchasing skills for a droid. Find the degree of
droid and cross-reference it with the base attribute on
the SkillWare Degree Multiplier Chart. Note that
SkillWare is not available in pips, only by "D." The
total cost of the SkillWare is the base cost from the
SkillWare Catalog times the number found on the
multiplier chart.
At the time of creation, a droid chassis is able to
accept 4D worth of SkillWare for a specific skill.
Note: Current technology limits a droid's skills to a
maximum of die code of 13D.

SKILLWARE CATALOG

DEXTERITY SKILLWARE

Skill
Archaic guns
Blaster
Blaster artillery
Bowcaster
Bows
Brawling parry
Dodge
Firearms
Grenade
Lightsaber
Melee combat

Availability Cost(per D)
4, R
3, R
3, X
4, X
4, X
2, F
1
4, X
4, X
4, X
3, R

300
225
250
400
250
200
150
300
250
550
225

Melee parry
Missile weapons
Pick pocket
Running
Thrown weapons
Vehicle blasters

3,R
3,R
3,X
2
4,R
3,R

175
250
400
75
275
250

KNOWLEDGE SKILLWARE
Skill
Availability Cost(per D)
Alien species
2
75
Bureaucracy
1
100
Business
1
75
Cultures
2
200
Intimidation
3,F
300
Languages
1
75
Law enforcement
2
250
Planetary systems
1
75
Streetwise
3
350
Survival
2
200
Value
1
175
Willpower
4
300

MECHANICAL SKILLWARE
Skill
Availability Cost(per D)
Archaic starship
4
250
piloting
Astrogation
2
200
Beast riding
3
300
Capital ship
3,R
350
gunnery
Capital ship
2,F
150
piloting
Capital ship
2
200
shields
Communications
2
75

Ground vehicle
2
operation
Hover vehicle
2
operation
Powersuit operation 4
Repulsorlift operation 2
Sensors
2
Space transports
2
Starfighter piloting
2,F
Starship gunnery
2,R
Starship shields
2,F
Swoop operation
3
Walker operation
4

75
100
200
100
75
150
200
350
200
250
175

PERCEPTION SKILLWARE
Skill
Availability
Bargain
2
Command
3,F
Con
3,R
Forgery
4,X
Gambling
2,F
Hide
3
Investigation
2
Persuasion
3
Search
2
Sneak
3

Cost(per D)
150
300
300
300
150
175
100
125
150
200

STRENGTH SKILLWARE
Skill
Availability
Brawling
3,R
Climbing/jumping 3
Lifting
2
Stamina
3
Swimming
2

Cost(per D)
250
75
50
150
200

TECHNICAL SKILLWARE
Skill
Availability Cost(per D)
Armor repair
3
175
Blaster repair
2
150
Capital ship repair
2
100
Capital ship
2,F
125
weapon repair
Computer
2
50
programming/repair
Demolitions
3,R
250
Droid programming
2
75
Droid repair
2
125
First aid
2,F
200
Ground vehicle repair 2
100
Hover vehicle repair
2
125
(A) Medicine
2,F
250
Repulsorlift repair
2
150
Security
3,F
250
Space transports repair 2
150
Starfighter repair
2
150
Starship weapon repair 3,F
175
Walker repair
3
175

INSTALLATION
Once the price is decided upon, the character constructing/upgrading the droid must make a droid programming roll to install the SkillWare. Use the Time
Taken table (from page 21) and the information from
the SkillWare Installation Difficulties chart (page 25)
to install the SkillWare.
Example: Dug wants to install the sensors
SkillWare onto his PR6 unit. The droid is an
astromech (a second degree droid) and sensors is a
Mechanical skill. The

sensors SkillWare is listed at 75 credits per D in the
SkillWare Catalog. PR6 has a xl.5 multiplier for Mechanical skills, so sensors costs 113 credits per die (
75 x 1.5=112.5, rounded up to 113 credits). Dug
decides to purchase 2D worth of sensors to bring PR6'
s sensors skill to 4D+1, with a total cost of 226
credits.
Like TraitWare, SkillWare datacards are erased
after installation. If the droid programming roll is
failed, the information on the datacard is lost and a
new datacard must be purchased.
Example: When Dug attempts to install 2D
sensors SkillWare on his astromech, he rolls his
droid programming skill twice (one roll per D)
against an Easy difficulty. (Installing a
Mechanical skill on a second degree droid is an
Easy task.) Dug's first roll is a"7," allowing 1 D of
sensors to be installed. His second roll isn't as
good; he gets a "1" on his Wild Die, ending up
with a total of "4." The second D of sensors
doesn't install properly and Dug must purchase
another D to attempt to install it again.

UPGRADING SKILLWARE

Droids, during the course of a gaming session, are
given Character Points by the gamemaster in much
the same way an organic player character is. A droid
can improve its own skills through the use of
Character Points provided the following criteria are
met:
• The droid must have at least 1 D of SkillWare
installed over the governing attribute. For example, a
droid with Dexterity 3D and blaster 4D can improve
its blaster skill with Character Points. If the droid has
Knowledge 2D and has added no skill dice to cultures,
ID of cultures must be purchased and installed before
the droid is allowed to improve the skill using
Character Points.
Example: After a time, PR6 has gained several
Character Points and wants to improve its SkillWare.
Its sensors skill is currently at 4D+ 1, 2D over the

Mechanical attribute. PR6 is able to spend Character
Points normally, increasing its sensors skill to 5D+1.
However, PR6-3 has not added any dice to blaster,
the droid cannot spend Character Points to upgrade its
blaster die code. Instead, 1D of blaster SkillWare
must be purchased and installed, after which PR6-3
may spend Character Points towards skill
improvement.

EQUIPMENT AND
ATTACHMENTS

Once the droid has had SkillWare installed, it is
often necessary to purchase and install equipment and
attachments. The items that follow allow a droid to
better perform its primary function, (and some lessthan-primary functions).

EQUIPMENT

Many droids, like organic creatures, have the ability
to pick up and use any piece of equipment they
encounter (though they will not necessarily have the
programming to use the equipment effectively). Most
droids come with standard equipment to facilitate
their primary programming. Equipment can be
purchased for a droid in the same manner that it can
be purchased for a character.
If the droid has any manipulator limbs (hands,
graspers, and so forth), the droid may simply pick up
and use most types of equipment, provided the droid
has the necessary programming. There are times,
however, when the droid's owner will wish to make a
piece of equipment an integrated part of the droid.
When attempting to install a piece of equipment,
purchase it as you would for any other character. The
price of the equipment is increased by 25% for "droidready" equipment (equipment that has been
constructed with droid installation in mind).
Characters may install the equipment using droid
repair. The difficulty for installation is based on the
availability of the equipment that is to be installed.
If the equipment availability contains two codes (i.
e.

RYBETTIAN SHAC
Ramsey Lanclo was muttering to himself, an
endless stream of exotic Soccoran curses and panicked exclamations. Lanclo gingerly operated his
freighter's controls, cautiously connecting the
Chicanery's airlock to the boarding tube that a
nearby Imperial Customs Frigate had extended.
Ramsey hadn't shipped any contraband for over six
standard months, but money was getting tight and
his cargo bay currently held enough glitterstim to
make him an incredibly wealthy man ... or see him
sentenced to Kessel for the next 1,000 standard
years. "I knew I should have stuck to prefabs and
power generators," he shouted, shaking his fist at
the Imperial vessel that filled his viewport. "How
are we going to get out of this one?"
"What seems to be the problem?" Ramsey's droid,
XDL-67 ambled into the cockpit. XDL barely resembled the cook-droid it had once been. Its mixer
arm had been replaced with a functional hand, and
its programming had been enhanced to include
general starship maintenance and repair.
"The problem," Ramsey explained, glaring angrily at the droid, "is that in less than three minutes
this ship will be crawling with Imperials. And we've
got no way of stopping them from finding our 'special' cargo." He leaned against the bulkhead and
tried to look nonchalant. XDL glanced at the monitor displaying data from the external holocam.
"Captain, isn't that Agent Hewat's frigate?" XDL
gestured at the insignia and markings that were
now clearly visible on the Customs vessel's hull.
"I think so. So what?"
Instead of answering, XDL turned and faced aft,
emitting a baritone moan from its vocoder grille.
Ramseywinced at the noise, knowing what it meant.
The sound of scrapes on steel deck plate answered
XDL's call. Within seconds the captain's pet-a
curious marsupial called a "keon"-bounded into
the room. The diminutive creature circled Ramsey's
leg and scurried up his body, finally finding a perch
on the freighter captain's shoulder.
"Hey, what's the big idea bringing the rodent into
this?" Ramsey asked, scowling at his mechanical
counterpart. Before it could respond, the droid was
silenced by the distinctive hiss of the airlock's
admittance cycle.
Two stormtroopers-blaster rifles sweeping
around the room with menacing precision-entered in unison, taking up guard positions on either
side of the airlock. A moment later, a human female
wearing the uniform of an Imperial Customs agent
followed. Ramsey tried not to wince at the woman's
caustic smirk; from bitter experience, Lanclo knew
that

Hewet's smile meant trouble. At the first sign of the
new arrivals the keon hid behind Ramsey's
head. The stormtroopers took position on either
side of the airlock as she stepped forward. Ramsey
grinned at the agent and spoke.
"Agent Hewet," Lanclo said, displaying his most
charming smile. "So pleasant to see you again.
How've you been?"
"Cut the smoke, pilot." She removed her gloves
and placed her hands on her hips. "My sources tell
me you've been to see the Rybet." Ramsey knew she
meant Moruth Doole, a rather nasty individual who
ran the smuggling ring out of Kessel with an iron
fist.
"Who, me?" Ramsey forced a laugh. "C'mon. You
know I went legit a long time ago."
From somewhere in the room, a tiny, high-pitched
voice squeaked, echoing the smuggler's previous
statement: "C'mon-You-legit-ago!"
Agent Hewet glanced around the room. "What
was that, Lanclo?"
As if in response, the keon popped its head
out from behind Ramsey and mimicked the
Imperial: "What-Lanclo?"
She looked up in surprise. An evil grin played
across her face. "Captain," she said, a predatory
smile tugging at her lips. "Do you have a permit for
that ...creature?
Ramsey bowed his head. "I'm afraid not," he
replied. XDL took a short step forward. Ramsey
jerked suddenly in surprise at having forgotten the
droid was there. Oh, am Igonnagetyou forthis droid,
he thought to himself. This time I'm gonna pull you
apart and build a trash compactor out of your shell.
"Ma'am," the droid drawled, bowing its head in a
fair approximation of human obsequience. "If I
remember correctly, don't you have a daughter on
Yityl?"
Agent Hewet looked at the droid, shocked to be
addressed by a mechanical. The stormtroopers
raised their blasters to a more comfortable position. A position aimed in XDL's general direction.
"Yes," she said, her voice brittle as Hoth ice. "I do
have a daughter. How does this concern you?" (
"Daughter-concern," echoed the keon.)
"Well, madam agent," he continued, "it will be
some time before we arrive at an Imperial dock to
purchase a permit and license for this little fellow."
Ramsey's head slowly rose, knowing what the droid
was getting at. "Perhaps you would like to take it off
our hands." Hewet crossed her arms.
"And why would I want to do that, droid?"
"With respect, Agent Hewet, you could bring
your daughter a lovely pet, and it would save us the
trouble of having to port specifically to acquire a

permit." XDL hunched down a bit, signifying that
it was through speaking while Agent Hewet
studied the keon. It flicked its tail back and forth,
huge eyes gazing at the customs agent. She sighed,
and grinned at it, which made its ears perk up. She
moved towards Ramsey.
"Captain," she said. "What do you think? My
little Kora would like a new pet..." Ramsey couldn'
t believe his ears.
"Well certainly, Agent Hewet," he heard
himself say. "I've only had her for a couple of
weeks. I haven't even thought up a name for her
yet. I'm sure we can reach some kind of
arrangement..."
∎∎∎
Ramsey sat in the captain's chair of the Chicanery as the customs frigate pulled away.
"You wanted to see me, sir?" XDL said,
entering the cockpit.
"Yeah," Lanclo growled.

"You just cost me 1,500 credits with that stunt.
That keon wasn't cheap, you know!"
"True, Master Lanclo," the droid said as he motioned to the cargo containers at the front of the
ship. "But consider the alternative: you could be
mining that stuff while I prepare Rybettian Shac
for Moruth Doole. It appears to me that the price
you paid for the keon is a fair concession to make
to avoid a life sentence to Kessel."
Ramsey sat back in his chair and thought for a
moment. "Okay, you have a point," he said with a
laugh. "Next time I threaten to memory wipe you,
remind me of Rybettian delicacies and the joys of
spice mining."
XDL turned to exit the cockpit and return to its
duties, and for a split-second, Lanclo was convinced that the droid actually managed to look
insufferably pleased with itself before vanishing
into the bowels of the Chicanery.

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
DIFFICULTIES
Availability
1
2
3
4
F
R
X

Base Difficulty
Easy
Moderate
Difficult
Very Difficult
Difficult
Very Difficult
Heroic

3,X), two droid repair rolls must be made to install
the equipment. If the character attempting to install
the equipment rolls a "1" result on the Wild Die, the
installation attempt fails catastrophically, destroying
the equipment. Any subsequent attempts are one
difficulty level higher, and these penalties are
cumulative.
Equipment installed: The piece of equipment
is installed and functions normally.
Installation attempt fails: The installation
failed, but may be attempted again, though
subsequent attempts are increased one difficulty
level; penalties are cumulative.
Equipment takes 2D damage: Roll 2D damage
against the equipment's Strength rating. (Normally standard character-scale equipment has
Strength of 2D to resist such damage.)
Equipment
destroyed:
The
character
thoroughly botched the installation attempt and
the equipment is damaged beyond repair. If this
result is obtained after a character rolls a "1" on
the Wild Die, the failure is doubly catastrophic;
a short circuit or other malfunction inflicts 4D
damage on the droid as well.

ATTACHMENTS
When a piece of equipment is modified or comes
with resident SkillWare (giving the droid a bonus to a
skill roll), it is considered an attachment. Essentially,
equipment is considered to be an attachment if it
meets any of the following qualifications:
• The equipment has resident SkillWare (i.e. it boosts
a droid's skill).
• The equipment provides a special ability or function
(such as giving the droid a Move rating or a special
skill of some sort).
Most attachments are simply improved or modified
equipment, however some attachments are specialized and have classifications to themselves. These are
described below.

DATABASES

Databases give droids bonus dice to Knowledge
and Technical skills. Like SkillWare, databases are
purchased by 1D at a time and must be installed.
Unlike SkillWare, the price per die of a database is
constant for all degree of droids. Once a database is
installed, it cannot be modified. A droid's behavioral
circuitry matrix allows for one database at a time.
Attempting to install a second database of any type
will cause a programming conflict and void the
effects of both.
DATABASE INSTALLATION
Database Die Code Base Difficulty
+1D
Very Easy
+2D
Easy
+3D
Moderate
+4D
Difficult
+5D
Very Difficult

OPTIONAL INSTALLATION SUCCESS CHART
Skill roll versus Difficulty Number
Skill roll > Difficulty Number
Skill roll < Difficulty Number
Skill roll+10 < Difficulty Number
Skill roll x 2 < Difficulty Number

Result
Equipment installed
Installation attempt fails
Equipment takes 2D damage
Equipment destroyed

OPTIONAL INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
If greater detail is desired, the gamemaster can use the above difficulty guidelines to determine the
success or failure of attempt to install new equipment on a droid.

Only Knowledge and Technical skills may be given
bonuses in this fashion; however, since databases are
attachments, they do not have a "degree multiplier" to
the price. (In effect, attachments are less expensive
than upgrading SkillWare and TraitWare.)
Databases may boost a droid's skill from + 1 D to +
5D. The cost of the database is the base price for the
SkillWare per D, as found in the SkillWare catalog.
Installing the database requires a single droid
programming roll, using the following difficulties.
Example: Dug decides to install a
Knowledge: planetary systems database to his
second degree droid, PR6-3. The database he
chooses will give PR6 +2D to all planetary
systems rolls. The SkillWare for planetary
systems costs 75 credits per die. Because this is
an attachment, there is no degree multiplier for
the price. So the database total is 150 credits. Dug
must now install the database. Because Dug is
installing a +2D database, the difficulty for his
droid programming roll is Easy.

LOCOMOTION

Most droids move under their own power. A
variety of locomotive attachments are available to
provide a droid with a higher Move rating (wheels,
legs, treads, and repulsorlifts, for example). Each
come in a variety of models and Move ratings. Legs
and wheels are the most common, largely because
they are relatively inexpensive.
• Wheels. Wheels are less-expensive attachments
than legs simply because they have a more difficult
time moving over terrain. Any motion that requires a
movement roll is one difficulty level higher;
Moderate terrain becomes Difficult, Difficult terrain
becomes Very Difficult, and so forth.)
• Legs. Droid legs react to terrain difficulties in the
same way any organic's legs would.
• Treads. Treads make movement over terrain easier
(terrain difficulties are decreased by one level).

• Repulsorlifts. Droids equipped with repulsorlifts
have no difficulty over any terrain, though they may
need to make movement rolls to maneuver around
objects.
Many droid designers use a combination of systems
to give the droid a larger range of movement. In these
cases, the droid will usually have two move ratings. If
there are two types of locomotion on a droid (such as
a typical R2 unit, for example), and the Move ratings
are identical, only one Move will be given.
The installation difficulty for locomotion depends
solely on the mode purchased. Wheels are Easy to
install, legs are Moderate, treads are Difficult, and
repulsorlifts are Very Difficult.
Note: Gamemasters may wish to allow their players
bonuses for having multiple locomotive attachments.

For example, multiple legs may provide the droid with
a Move bonus.
Use the following table to determine the base cost
of a particular locomotive attachment; all prices are
given in standard credits:
LOCOMOTIVE TYPE
Move Wheels Legs Treads Repulsorlift(s)
1
50
100
150
200
2
100
200
300
400
3
150
300
450
600
4
200
400
600
800
5
250
500
750
1,000
6
300
600
900
1,200
7
350
700
1,050
1,400
8
400
800
1,300
1,600
9
450
900
1,450
1,800
10
500
1,000 1,600
2,000
11
550
1,100 1,750
2,200
12
600
1,200 1,900
2,400
13
650
1,300 2,150
2,600
14
700
1,400 2,300
2,800
15
750
1,500 2,450
3,000
Example: Dug decides that PR6 should have
wheels as its primary mode of locomotion. He spends
350 credits to give PR6 a Move of 7. Because PR6
doesn't have a very high Dexterity, Dug doesn't want
the droid to have difficulty moving across rough
terrain, so he also purchases a repulsorlift with a
Move of 3 for 600 credits. The droid will have an
easier time traveling over rougher terrain, though at a
slower speed. PR6's Move rating is 7 (wheels); 3 (
repulsorlift).

SENSORS

Sensors are detection devices that can absorb outside stimuli and feed the data to a droid's main processor for interpretation. The term "sensors" encompasses standard photoreceptors (or droid "eyes") and
auditory sensors ("ears") to long range movement and
combat sensors. Most droids are equipped with sensors of some kind, visual and auditory being the most
common. Generally these sensors can detect stimuli
within normal human range, though many droids have
upgraded sensing apparatus.
Other sensors will add dice to a droid's search skill
for specified target (such as moving targets, organic
targets, and so on). When purchasing and installing
sensors, the character must take into account how the
specific sensor will aid the droid in performing its
duties. A protocol droid has little use for combat
motion sensors, though a guard droid or scouting

droid may find such sensitivity necessary. Ocular,
olfactory, and audio sensors with a standard human
range may be purchased for approximately 100 credits.
Enhanced sensors increase the cost of the attachment. General purpose sensors, or sensors that track
five or more types of targets are considerably more
expensive than standard sensing apparatus. Multiply
the base cost of such equipment by 10; It is usually a
better (and cheaper) idea to install secondary or tertiary sensors systems.
A sensor's price is based on the amount of dice it
adds to the droid's search skill. In addition, the
number of target types available to the sensing
apparatus increases the price. For example, a sensor
that can only detect one type of target (such as a
moving target, or a heat source) has no effect on the
sensor's base

price. A sensor that can track two target profiles
doubles the unit's cost. Three or more target profiles
triples the base cost, and so on. Use the chart below
to determine the cost of the sensor to be installed:
Note: Droid sensors cannot track more than six
kinds of targets.
Example: Dug chooses to purchase a sensor
package that adds +2D to PR6's search when
looking for objects at a distance (25 to 50 meters
away), and sources of heat. He multiplies the
cost of the 2D (300 credits) with the number of
targets (in this case two), to arrive at a final cost
of 600 credits.
Not all sensors enhance the droid's search skill.
There are some motion sensors which provide a
bonus to other skills such as blaster, dodge, and so
on. "Search" sensors are by far the most common
however, and providing an extensive list of sensors a
droid will possess is far beyond the range of this
system. Gamemasters can decide on pricing and
availability for other types of sensors that a character
may wish to install on a droid.

OTHER DROID EQUIPMENT AND
ATTACHMENTS

ASTROGATION BUFFER
An astrogation buffer allows a pilot to set aside a
small portion of droid memory to store a backup of
current astrogation and navigation data. While the
droid cannot access or alter this data, a pilot can
scomp-link the unit into a nav computer (in effect,
using a droid as a backup navigation computer).
While this is not a recommended means of
navigation, an astrogation buffer can save lives in
cases where a nav computer has been disabled or an
astrogator has been incapacitated.
ASTROGATION BUFFER

Model: Cybot Galactica "Lifeline" Astrogation Buffer
Type: Nav data backup system
Scale: Character
Skill: Computer programming/repair
Cost: 1,300
Availability: 2, F
Game Notes: An astrogation buffer can store one set of nav
coordinates indefinitely; note that any attempts to load more
than one set of coordinates into the buffer will fail, the newest
data overwriting the older information. A scomp-link (and a
Moderate computer programming/repair roll) allows this data
to be downloaded into a nav computer, after which the
information is deleted.

CARGO WINCH
A winch is a simple mechanical device for pulling
or lifting, made up of a small drum around which a
rope or cable-attached to the item being moved-is
tied. The rotation of the drum raises or lowers the
load as desired. Typically, a droid equipped with a
winch is used to lift or lower cargo aboard freighters (
although droids that accompany scouts are sometimes
equipped with them).

CARGO WINCH

Model: Utilitech AR5G Cargo Winch
Type: Small cargo-lifting device
Scale: Character
Skill: Lifting
Cost: 400 (for basic unit), 800 (for heavy lifting winch)
Availability: 2
Game Notes: A cargo winch typically comes equipped with
50 meters of durasteel cable, and is capable of supporting 80
kilograms (though the droid must anchor itself; factors such
as unstable or uneven ground can increase the lifting difficulty
by one level). A heavy cargo winch is also available; it
performs much like a standard winch but gives the droid +1D
to lifting attempts.

CIRCULAR SAW
Another common droid attachment is a small,
highspeed circular saw; these durasteel blades are
capable of cutting through thick power cables, heavy
foliage, syntherope and other obstacles. Such devices
can be mounted externally or installed in internal
compartments of a droid.
CIRCULAR SAW

Model: Industrial Automaton Type 10 Cutting Saw
Type: Circular saw
Scale: Character
Skill: Any appropriate repair skill; use melee combat: circular
saw in combat
Cost: 500 (for external model), 1,200 (for retractable internal
model; droid must be a minimum of 0.3 meters long/tall)
Availability: 2
Game Notes: The type 10 cutting saw does 4D damage and
has a range of 0.3 meters. It can be used in combat, though the
device's limited range and damage make it an impractical
weapon at best.

CONCEALED VIBROBLADE
Vibroblades on their own are highly illegal in
virtually every sector of the known galaxy. Several
assassin droids that have been destroyed or
dismantled have been equipped with a retractable
vibroblade that was virtually undetectable to sensors.
CONCEALED VIBROBLADE

Model: Varies widely
Type: Concealed melee weapon
Scale: Character
Skill: Melee combat
Cost: 500 credits (basic version), 800 credits (sensorresistant) Availability: 2, X
Difficulty: Moderate
Damage: Strength+3D (Max: 6D+2)
Game Notes: A concealed vibroblade is typically housed in
the wrist or finger on humanoid droids. The basic version is
not undetectable (an Easy sensors roll reveals the weapon),
though a more-expensive, sensor-masked version is available (
requires a Difficult sensors roll to detect the weapon).

FINE WORK GRASPER ARM
These small, retractable appendages allow droids
that typically do not possess "limbs"--such as an
astromech or power droid--to manipulate small ob-

jects (computer keypads, small tools, and so on).
FINE WORK GRASPER ARM

Model: Varies widely
Type: Droid appendage
Scale: Character
Skill: Lifting
Cost: 350 credits
Availability: 2
Game Notes: Fine work grasper arms are retractable, folding
into a small compartment in the droid's chassis. The arm
extends up to 0.5 meters and has servo-boosted mechanisms
in the joints and "fingers" (which allow the droid to type or
manipulate small objects). There are a number of types
available, some tipped with claws or pincers, others with
three- or five-fingered "hands."

HEAVY GRASPER ARM
Like a fine work grasper arm, the heavy grasping
arm allows a droid to manipulate objects that require
some degree of manual dexterity. This type of arm
has servo-boosted joints that allow it to lift heavier
objects.
HEAVY GRASPER ARM

Model: Varies widely
Type: Droid appendage
Scale: Character
Skill: Lifting
Cost: 550 credits
Availability: 2
Game Notes: Heavy grasper arms are retractable, folding into
a small compartment in the droid's chassis. The arm extends
up to 0.5 meters and has servo-boosted mechanisms in the
joints and "fingers" (which allow the droid to type or
manipulate small objects and add +2D to lifting attempts).
There are a number of types available, some tipped with claws
or pincers, others with three- or five-fingered "hands."

HOLOCAM
Holocams can record and play back three-dimensional images of objects and individuals a droid encounters. Law enforcement agencies often use droids
for surveillance (with holocam recordings entered as
evidence in a trial).
HOLOCAM

Model: Neuro-Saav TL3 Holo-Imaging Package
Type: Droid recording device
Scale: Character
Skill: Sensors
Cost: 2,500 (basic unit)
Availability: 2
Game Notes: The TL3 holocam is designed specifically for
droids; it is a small processing device that can be tied into the
droid's existing optical modules, allowing a complete firstperson view from the droid's perspective (up to 20 meters,
limited by droid's line-of-sight). Images can be downloaded to
datacards, dataplaques or holoprojectors, allowing playback
and storage of the recording. The basic TL3 ties into the droid'
s existing optics, though only human-range recordings are
possible. For an additional 200 credits per upgrade, the TL3
can be adapted to record with the following improvements:
macrobinocular hookup (improves range of recording to 100
meters), all-environment (360 degree recording, in a 10-meter
radius; playback appears as if the viewer is "with" the droid
and can look in any direction to see

what else is nearby), thermal, motion sensor, and UV hookup (
records in "night-vision" mode with thermal/UV hookups; focuses on moving objects with motion sensor option).

HOLOPROJECTOR
A device that can play back three-dimensional images, the holoprojector is a common-and usefuldroid
accessory. There are literally thousands of different
types of holoprojector, from units that can play back
images that are only a few centimeters tall, to those
that can broadcast a recording in a 360 degree sphere
up to ten meters away. The more sophisticated the
unit, the more expensive it is.
HOLOPROJECTOR

Model: SoroSuub G-series Holoprojection Unit
Type: Holoprojector
Scale: Character
Skill: Computer programming/repair
Cost: 300-8,000 credits
Availability: 2
Game Notes: Basic holoprojectors-like those that are standard
equipment on most R-series astromechs-can project a prerecorded hologram up to 1.5 meters away, with an image size
ranging from 0.5 to 10 meters.

INTERNAL AUTOMAP
An automap is a tracking device that allows a user
to pinpoint his or her exact location on a planet. The
automap (which can be tied into into orbiting weather
satellites, traffic control stations or even the sensors
of an orbiting ship) broadcasts relevant data back to
the user, making it an extremely useful device. While
there are several commercial models of automap
available (typically small, hand-held units), this type
is built into a droid. Automap data can be patched
into a holoprojector or datapad, allowing others
nearby to access the information.
INTERNAL AUTOMAP

Model: SoroSuub "AutoTracker" Droid GPS Module
Type: Global positioning system
Scale: Character
Cost: 4,000 credits
Skill: Computer programming/repair
Availability: 2
Game Notes: It is virtually impossible for a character using an
Automap to get lost. As long as the device is linked to an
orbiting source of data (such as a ship's sensors or a weather
satellite) the
device relays accurate data regarding the user's location, local
weather conditions, other moving objects and navigational
hazards. The link requires a Moderate computer
programming/re-pair roll once per hour to maintain. The droid
using the automap link can automatically display this
information on a datapad (with a scomp-link) or project it on
any on-board imaging systems it possesses.

INTERNAL COMLINK
An internal comlink is-as the name implies-a
communications device built into a droid. Like standard hand-held comlinks, this type of device comes
in a variety of forms, from voice-only signaling
devices to encrypted data-transmission broadcasters.
Some mod

els allow monitoring of several frequencies at one
time, while less-expensive (and more common) units
are only capable of broadcasting and receiving on a
single channel.
INTERNAL COMLINK

Model: Fabritech "VoxLink" Internal Comlink
Type: Basic droid internal comlink
Scale: Character
Skill: Communications
Cost: 100
Availability: 2
Game Notes: The VoxLink has a broadcast and reception
range of 50 kilometers in clear weather. It can monitor up to 10
frequencies simultaneously.

LINE CASTER
The line caster is designed to work in conjunction
with a cargo winch, though it is still useful on its
own. The line caster fires syntherope (or durasteel
cable or other such line) with great accuracy. When
used with a winch, the line caster can be used to snare
and retrieve fairly heavy objects from a distance. On
its own, the line caster is useful for scaling walls or
other steep inclines. (Typically, such climbs are
performed by organics; without a winch attachment,
a droid would find a steep climb exceedingly
difficult.)
LINE CASTER

Model: Jabriel VCA Droid Line Caster
Type: Cable delivery system
Scale: Character
Skill: Blaster: line caster (or Dexterity) Cost: 1,100 credits
Availability: 2, F
Game Notes: The line caster can fire a grappling hook and
cable up to 50 meters (1-10/20/50) though some type of
targeting SkillWare is needed to use the device effectively.

ONBOARD BLASTER
Like an internal vibroblade, an onboard blaster is a
concealed weapon that is controlled by a droid's
onboard programming. Such a weapon is typically
retractable (since visible exterior weaponry on a droid
would generate a great deal of official attention).
Since most of these weapons are built from cobbledtogether parts, the types available vary widely.
Typically, internal blasters are built from standard
blaster pistols and are powered by standard energy
cells.
Larger droids-construction units and other heavy
equipment, for example-can mount more-powerful
weapons (such as repeating blasters and DEMP guns)
. However, most human-sized droids are forced to
rely on internal weaponry analogous to blaster pistols
(or heavy blaster pistols).
ONBOARD BLASTER

Model: Varies widely
Type: Concealed energy weapon
Scale: Character
Skill: Blaster
Ammo: 100
Cost: 1,200 (basic), 1,600 (sensor-resistant), 25 credits (
power

pack)
Availability: 3, X
Range: 3-10/30/120
Damage: 4D
Game Notes: Onboard blasters vary widely; the above stats
are average. A basic version is visibly mounted on the droid
and can be easily detected. A basic version possesses no
sensor-masking or camouflage of any kind (an Easy sensors
roll will detect the weapon). A sensor-resistant version is also
available, making the weapon much harder to detect; a Very
Difficult sensors roll or a Heroic search or Perception roll is
needed to find the blaster. (Mounting a blaster on a droid's
exterior is also possible, though the weapon can easily be
detected by the naked eye; base cost for such a blaster is 800
credits.) The damage code of the weapon can be increased +
1D for every 400 credits the owner spends (maximum of 6D).

ONBOARD FLAME PROJECTOR
A flame projector ignites and sprays a chemical
mist, which burns extremely hot and is heavy enough
not to be deflected by sudden gusts of wind. The
chemical, stored in a small tank, is toxic to most
organic life, as it is highly corrosive. Droids are also
susceptible to the corrosion, particularly if the chemical is spilled near delicate circuitry.
ONBOARD FLAME PROJECTOR

Model: Varies widely
Type: Droid-operated flame projector
Scale: Character
Skill: Missile weapons
Ammo: 10
Cost: 600 credits (basic), 1,000 credits (sensor-resistant), 200
credits (additional ammo cannisters)
Availability: 3, X
Fire Rate: 1/2
Range: 3-4/5/7
Damage: 5D (first round, 3D for next five rounds unless
extinguished)
Game Notes: The basic version of the flame projector is
detectable with an Easy sensors roll or a Moderate search or
Perception total. The sensor-resistant version can be detected
with a Difficult sensors roll or a Very Difficult search or
Perception roll. A droid equipped with this type of weapon is
susceptible to corrosion damage if the chemical tank that
fuels the flame projector is damaged. (The chemical does 3D
damage each round until it is washed off.) Internal tanks can
be damaged if the droid is incapacitated. External tanks can
be ruptured by stray blaster shots or physical blows; treat them
as if they have Strength 3D to resist damage.

ONBOARD GRENADE LAUNCHER
Another form of onboard weaponry is a grenade
launcher, capable of hurling small explosives a great
distance with considerable accuracy. These weapons
are extremely bulky and consequently any sensormasking on them is less effective.
ONBOARD GRENADE LAUNCHER

Model: Varies widely
Type: Concealed grenade launcher
Scale: Character
Skill: Missile weapons
Ammo: 3
Cost: 800 (standard), 1,200 (sensor-resistant)
Availability: 3, X
Fire Rate: 1/2

Range: 5-25/100/250
Damage: Varies by grenade type
Game Notes: The droid grenade launcher cannot be equipped
on droids smaller than 1 meter; targeting circuitry and the size
of the weapon make such installation impossible. The basic
version of the weapon can be detected with a Moderate
sensors roll or a Difficult search or Perception roll. The
sensor-resistant version requires a Difficult sensors roll or a
Very Difficult search or Perception roll to detect.

SCOMP-LINK
A scomp-link allows a droid to communicate with
other computing devices or data storage systems (
such as datapads). The scomp-link is little more than
a small metal "arm" with a series of interface ports on
the end, ports that allow the scomp-link to "mate"
with virtually any type of input/output jack.
SCOMP-LINK

Model: Cybot Galactica Nexus Scomp-link
Type: Computer interface
Scale: Character
Skill: Computer programming/repair
Cost: 800
Availability: 2
Game Notes: The scomp-link allows information transfer
from a droid to virtually any type of data-storage device (such
as a computer, dataplaque or datapad). In addition, the scomplink allows a droid to search computer networks for
information (adding +1 D to computer programming/repair
rolls).

SENSOR-SHIELDED STORAGE
COMPARTMENT
A common addition to any droid in service to a
smuggler is a sensor-shielded storage compartment.
Like standard storage compartments, these attachments can be external (visible to the naked eye) or
built into the droid (making such additions nearly
impossible to detect).
SENSOR-SHIELDED STORAGE
COMPARTMENT

Model: Illegally-modified Utilitech Droid Storage Module
Type: Sensor-shielded storage compartment
Scale: Character
Cost: 500 credits (external compartment), 8,000 (internal
compartment)
Availability: 3, X
Game Notes: Utilitech storage compartments can hold small
amounts of "cargo." External "storage packs" are generally
magnetically sealed to a droid, and require a Difficult droid
repair roll to remove. These packs are small (20 centimeters
long, 10 centimeters, 8 centimeters deep) and can hold objects
(such as a comlink, small blaster, datapad or medpac) that an
owner may wish to retrieve later. External compartments are
immediately visible but sensor-absorbent material makes it
virtually impossible to detect what is inside (requires a Very
Difficult sensors roll). Internal compartments can be detected
with a Very Difficult search or Perception roll (or a Difficult
sensors roll). Most droids of moderate size (1 meter or taller
can be equipped with a maximum of two compartments).

STORAGE COMPARTMENT
Small storage packs or internal storage compart-

ments are inexpensive--but useful--attachments. External storage packs are easier to install than internal
units, but are easy to spot (making the droid a target
for thieves). Internal compartments are difficult to
install and are consequently more expensive, but are
not detectable short of a sensor scan.
STORAGE COMPARTMENT

Model: Utilitech Droid Storage Module
Type: Storage compartment
Scale: Character
Cost: 200 credits (external compartment), 4,000 (internal compartment)
Availability: 2
Game Notes: Utilitech storage compartments can hold small
amounts of "cargo." External "storage packs" are generally
magnetically sealed to a droid, and require a Difficult droid
repair roll to remove. These packs are small (20 centimeters
long, 10 centimeters, 8 centimeters deep) and can hold objects
(such as a comlink, small blaster, datapad or medpac) that an
owner may wish to retrieve later. External compartments are
immediately visible; internal compartments can be detected
with a Moderate search or Perception roll (or an Easy sensors
roll). Most droids of moderate size (1 meter or taller) can be
equipped with a maximum of two compartments); smaller
droids can be equipped with a single compartment (Utilitech
custom-manufactures smaller compartments for the price of an
internal compartment).

WELDING LASER
Many droids that see service aboard starships are
required to effect repairs on damaged systems. Welding lasers are often used to perform such repairs,
particularly in the case of a hull breach; droids can be
sent in to repair sections of a ship that have been
opened to vacuum.
WELDING LASER

Model: Drever Corporation HLAutomata-Assisted Welding
Laser
Type: Welding tool
Scale: Character
Skill: Any appropriate repair skill; use blaster: welding laser
in combat
Cost: 1,200 credits
Availability: 2
Game Notes: The HL welding laser is a small, versatile tool
designed for ship-based repair efforts. The laser is small (5 cm
long), attached to an external blaster power cell that can be
strapped to a droid. The laser has a short range (3 centimeters)
but is extremely powerful (5D+2 damage); the welding beam
lasts for 10 rounds. If there is no power cell available, the laser
can be powered for short periods of time by the droid's own
energy source; such a hook-up requires 1D rounds and a
Moderate droid repair roll. The beam will last for 5 rounds if
powered by the droid. If the droid attempts to run the beam for
longer periods of time, it must make a Moderate stamina or
Strength roll (whichever is higher); if the droid fails the roll, it
takes 2D damage each round until the beam is deactivated. (
Regardless, the beam will only last for a maximum of 10
rounds.)

PERSONALITY

At the time of activation, some droids are programmed with basic personality matrices. A droid
personality matrix begins with a primary personality
archetype which acts as the basis for a droid's personality. Over time (and without memory wipes) a droid's
personality will mature and grow, customizing itself to
its surroundings. Matrices come in a variety of types,
much too many to list in this volume, so when a player
is designing a droid, the gamemaster must judge the
price and installation difficulty based on how complex
of a personality is intended.
PERSONALITY COMPLEXITIES
There are five basic categories of droid personalities: none, simple, elementary, advanced, and complex:
• None. The droid has no need for a personality; it
will seldom interact with organics. A droid without a
personality matrix may still communicate with both
mechanicals and organics; it will simply tend to be
cold and mechanical. Many fifth degree droids do not
come with standard personality matrices.
• Simple. Droids that come off the assembly line with
simple personalities are required to be around organic
beings only on rare occasion. Personalities of this type
can be described in a single word (friendly, ornery,
cruel, timid, and so forth). Power droids or some more
sophisticated MSE-6s--"mouse droids"--have Simple
personality matrices. Programming a simple personality matrix from scratch requires an Moderate (A)
droid engineering roll, or a Difficult droid
programming roll.
• Elementary. Droids with occasional contact with
organics are usually programmed with Elementary
matrices. (Astromech droids are usually required only
to assist a pilot, hence, they typically possess an
Elementary matrix.) Programming an Elementary personality matrix from scratch requires a Moderate (A)
droid engineering roll or a Difficult droid
programming roll.
• Advanced. Advanced personalities are installed on
droids that need to interact with organics fairly often.
The matrix used usually provides for limited
intelligent conversation with organics, sometimes
limited to simple information transfers and other
pleasantries. Only after the droid has aged for some
time will the unit display any "depth" of personality. (
Medical droids, for example, typically have an
Advanced matrix). Programming an Advanced
personality matrix from scratch requires a Very
Difficult (A) droid engineering roll, or a Heroic droid
programming roll.
• Complex. The droid's primary function is to interact
with organics regularly. Units that come with this
matrix generally seem to be completely sentient. (Protocol droids have Complex matrices, allowing them to
engage in dialogue with organics in a manner not
unlike another organic being.) Programming a
Complex personality matrix from scratch requires a
Very Difficult (A) droid engineering roll, or a Heroic
droid programming roll.

PERSONALITY INSTALLATION
If the designer is programming the matrix from
scratch (using the difficulty guidelines included in the
above descriptions), there is no additional cost to
installing the matrix. However, since more-sophisticated personality matrices are extremely difficult to
program, the designer may opt to purchase a "readymade" droid personality. Use the chart above to determine both cost and droid programming installation
difficulty (note that the designer may use either the (
A) droid engineering skill or the droid programming
skill; only one skill roll is required).

MAINTENANCE SERVICES

Once a droid has been built, purchased, or otherwise acquired, it is up to the owner to make sure her
mechanical stays in functional condition. The upkeep
of mechanical intelligence is not half as daunting as
one might think. "The occasional oil bath, memory
wipe, and actuator adjustment makes for a long,
happy life for your new droid!" reads the New Users
Manual that comes with Industrial Automaton's
droids.
While standard maintenance is possible by the
common droid owner, it is often much easier and less
expensive to simply take the droid into an authorized
center and have the droid serviced.

REPAIRS
Droids will inevitably need repairs; like any tool
that is used heavily, a droid is subject to wear.
Owners may attempt such repairs themselves or take
the unit to a service center. Use the following table to
determine the difficulty and cost of repairing a droid
unit.

When repairing a droid, it is not necessary to pay
for both service and parts. The service costs listed
below include any parts needed.

OIL BATHS
Contrary to popular belief, an oil bath does not
actually clean the droid. Rather, it simply lubricates
the droid, allowing for more fluid and accurate movement. This is especially important on worlds that have
harsh climates such as extreme heat or bitter cold.
The droid is dipped into a tub or vat of lubricating oil,
which loosens any debris and coats the droid with a
layer of
oil.
Most droid service centers, as well as many
starports, have facilities for oil bathing droids. The
price of such a service depends greatly on the size of
the droid in question; prices range from 50 credits for
a small droid (such as an astromech) to 1,000 credits
for a larger droid that is over two or three meters (a
standard binary load lifter, for example). Beings and
companies who own several droids often find it more
economical to purchase a permanent oil bath to house
in their workspaces. It should be noted, however, that
it is unheard of for an oil bath large enough to be able
to house a droid any larger than speeder scale. Droids
larger than this usually require a maintenance team to
manually oil and clean the droid. Often, the maintenance team itself is made up of droids.
It is recommended that a droid be given an oil bath
twice a season, if not more depending on the
surrounding environment. If in fact a droid does
spend a great deal in a harsh environment, eventually
grit and corrosion will begin to effect its physical
abilities. The gamemaster may choose to penalize the
droid -1 pip

from Dexterity for each month a droid spends in a
harsh environment without receiving an oil bath.
DROID OIL BATH

Model: Fryil Industries TD series bath
Type: Droid oil bath
Skill: N/A
Cost: 50-1,000 credits (service), 1,500 credits (new, character
scale), 5,000 credits (new, speeder scale)
Availability: 1
Game Notes: Oil baths are used to assist in the cleansing of
droid movement control actuators. Giving a droid an oil bath
negates all negative modifiers it had possibly acquired from
existing in harsh environment for an extended period of time.

MEMORY WIPES

Erasing a droid's memory (referred to as "memory
wipes" or "mindwipes") has become common practice
among many droid owners throughout the galaxy.
Since many droids are purchased used, new owners
often decide they don't want the droid carrying internal baggage from a previous owner. A memory wipe
will strip the droid's memory banks of all previous
knowledge, save for that hardwired into the droid.
Once its memory has been erased the unit has no
recollection of existing before the point that erasure
took place.
Widespread paranoia over rogue droids has brought
the practice of memory wiping to the forefront over
the past several centuries. Many local and system
wide governments require all new or used droids to be
memory-wiped. The theory is that a droid without an
extensive memory will be easier to control. This assumption is true, to a point. If the droid came off the
assembly line with a predisposed negative personality, a memory wipe will not change this nature. That
particular problem can only be addressed by an experienced droid engineer with a background in personality programming. Likewise, a previous owner could
have hardwired skills deemed illegal into the droid,
which would not be erased by a memory wipe.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, many owners
enjoy the companionship that can come from owning
a droid who has had time to develop a complex
personality. These droids often haven't had a memory
wipe for many years. Depending on the physical age
of the

unit, some droids have over a hundred years of experience to share. Many of the organic owners who
would subscribe to this philosophy are criticized by
their peers for endangering themselves and others.
This is a societal conflict that seems to have no
conclusion in sight.
DROID MEMORY WIPE

Skill: Droid programming
Cost: 50-500 (depending on local fees)
Availability: 1
Difficulty: Difficult
Game Notes: A successful memory wipe returns a droid's
personality matrix to its basic configuration, removing any
personality development that has occurred since activation or
its last memory wipe. Also, any pips that were added by way of
"tinkering" will be lost. Only those skills hardwired (by either
the factory, a previous owner, or the droid itself) will remain
intact.

RESTRAINING BOLTS

The use of restraint technology is often specified in
most local criminal codes. Long ago, the Old Republic
attempted to quell anti-droid sentiment by requiring
droid owners to fit "restraining bolts" to their droids.
These bolts are small receivers that are attached to the
droid, allowing an owner to bypass the droid's motivational programming. By using a signalling device, the
owner can force the droid to perform certain simple
actions. Typically, the restraining bolt forces a droid
to activate or deactivate itself on command.
RESTRAINING BOLT

Skill: Droid repair
Cost: 50 credits
Availability: 1
Game Notes: A droid fitted with a restraining bolt must obey
commands sent by a "Caller." The droid cannot resist the effects of
the restraining bolt.

CALLER

Skill: Droid programming
Cost: 100-500 credits
Availability: 1
Game Notes: A caller is a compact, short-range signalling
device that broadcasts directly into a droid's motivational
processor (via a restraining bolt). Simple callers can only
broadcast simple
commands (such as ordering a droid to activate or deactivate).
More-sophisticated callers can transmit commands of greater
complexity (issuing orders that a droid must obey). The
average range of a caller is 20 meters.

INTRODUCTION

Generating a droid player character in The Star
Wars Roleplaying Game differs greatly from creating
an "organic," or "normal" player character. In addition
to using a completely different set of character
generation rules, players who decide to portray a
droid have to take into account a different form of "
living" in the Star Wars universe.

CREATING A TEMPLATE FOR A
NEW DROID MODEL

Like all player characters, starting droid characters
begin with a total of 25D. The major difference is that
organic characters divide these dice between
attributes and skills, whereas a droid character breaks
these dice down between attributes, skills, and
attachments. Organic characters generally have 18D
for their attributes, leaving 7D for allocation to skills.
Droids do not have this limitation. They are not
subject to species' minimums and maximums like
organics (though they are subject to the current state
of technology). In the Classic Star Wars time frame,
technology allows a droid no more than 13D in any
particular attribute, with a minimum of OD.
Because of this, it becomes amazingly simple to
create a new droid type to use as a character template.
Simply divide the 25D between the droid's attributes,
skills, and attachments (equipment that provides the
droid with a permanent skill bonus). Consult with
your gamemaster during this process, as creating a
character in this manner is much more collaborative
than during the generation of an organic character.
Talk with the gamemaster about what your droid's
Move rating should be, what equipment it has
installed and other such considerations. When a
consensus is reached, the droid is effectively created.
Alternately, your gamemaster may allot you a credit
limit and have you use the droid creation/modification
rules from the previous chapter. Usually, the cost of
creating a droid suitable for a player character is
between 3,000 and 5,000 credits.

OPTIONAL RULE: BASING A
CHARACTER TEMPLATE OFF AN
EXISTING DROID

When modifying an existing droid for use as a
player character, character generation becomes more
complex. There are some droids that are simply not
suited for use as a player character (large units like
logging droids or the construction droids from
Coruscant, for example). The first thing you should do
if you choose to play an existing droid type is to select
a "stock" droid you like. (These droids can come from
the "Droid Datalog" in this volume, or any other
source.) All of the droids listed in this book are
considered "stock"-they have not been modified in
any way and are listed as they would be if purchased
new. Count up the dice the new droid has allocated to
attributes, skills, and attachments. Make sure to
ignore any dice the droid receives from special
abilities or story factors, as these usually only come
into play at character creation, and are not counted in
the characters standard 25D. For instance, the droid
might have a special ability granting it any one
Mechanical skill at 3D. Extra dice given in
this manner do not count towards the droid's 25D.
If the droid has exactly 25D in its attributes, skills
and attachments, it is ready to be run as a player
character; just copy down the droid on apiece of paper
and (as far as game rules are concerned) that
character is ready to go.
If the droid model you wish to play has less than
25D total, you can add the difference with "Build
Dice." Figure out what your "build dice" are by
subtracting the total dice from the droid you want to
play from 25. The value you come up with is your
build dice, which can be allocated to skills, and
attachments, not at
tributes.
Example: Dave wants to play a Rim
Securities' K4-series security droid. The droid
has a total of 20D in attributes, skills, and
attachments. In this

case the Dave's droid has 5D of "build dice." (
25D minus the 20D listed in the template = 5D
still available for skills and attachments.) Dave
can add these 5D of "build dice" to the skills and
attachments to his character. Remember, Dave
can't spend these "build dice" on improving attributes.
ADDING SKILLS
Unlike a "normal" character, droids can spend more
than 2D on improving a skill during character
creation. In fact, a new droid character can begin play
with a skill that is up to 4D above the governing
attribute. In addition, droid characters taken from
existing models start with skills already integrated
into the droid type. Many droids already have at least
4D above a specific attribute in some skills and such
skills can not be
improved at the time of character creation.
Example: Dave's K4 droid has a Dexterity of
3D and comes off the assembly line with blaster
7D, dodge 8D, and running 4D. Because both
blaster and dodge are already 4D or more above
the ruling attribute (in this case Dexterity), Dave
may not allocate any of his 5D of "build dice" to
those skills. Because running is only 1 D above
Dexterity, Dave may add up to 3D to improve
that skill.
At the time of character creation only the
player may

use his build dice to give the droid skills that it didn't
receive when it was constructed without shelling out
credits. Like an organic character, these skills start at
the same die code as the governing attribute. However
the player may allocate up to 4D in any one skill. The
player should consider what skills the droid should
have in addition to what it comes with. Is the droid
designed for a specific application? Does its current
skill package serve that purpose? The player should
also select skills appropriate to what he or she intends
to use the droid for; just because the droid is designed
as an accounting unit doesn't mean the owner will use
it for its intended purpose. Is the droid destined for
industrial intrigue or sabotage? Will it assist a smuggler during a sophisticated confidence scam? Or will
it wind up providing maintenance assistance or
astrogation backup aboard a freighter?
During this process, the gamemaster should be kept
apprised of the droid's development. Gamemasters
may wish to veto the use of certain skills on new
droids unless the player can come up with an
extremely good reason for having the skill. For
example, there are very few astromech droids that can
accurately fire a blaster, and fewer still that would
actually want to. Without an adequate reason for the
droid to possess such a skill (it has been specially
commissioned with illegal software by a Black Sun
Vigo, for example) the gamemaster may disallow it.

DROID CHARACTER TRAITS
The following is a list of sample traits that a
droid character may possess. They are intended
only to spark some of the questions suggested in
this chapter: why would a droid exhibit these
behaviors? Players and gamemasters are
encouraged to use this list as a starting point for
creating more entertaining droid characters,
though this list is by no means exhaustive.
• Argumentative. No matter what is being discussed, the droid will constantly offer an "alternative viewpoint." Typically, these "alternatives" are
little more than an excuse to argue.
• Backup personality. A previous owner
hardwired a "backup" personality into the droid's "
brain." When subjected to specific stimuli (such as
damage, a code phrase, a transmission on a
particular comm frequency) the droid's alternate
personality becomes evident. This personality can
be very similar to (or completely different than)
the droid's main behavioral matrix.
• Center of conversation. The droid always tries
to work its way into a conversation, dominating
the exchange with pointless anecdotes or stories.
• Curious. The droid has a strong sense of
curiosity, constantly seeking answers to any
questions that may puzzle it.
• Exaggerates. When asked to describe something
that it witnessed, the droid invariably inflates the
specifics of the account (or its role in the event).
• Glitch. The droid has a minor malfunction that
has stubbornly resisted all diagnostic and repair attempts. (This trait would be more common to older
droids.) For example, a protocol droid's
vocabulator has somehow been damaged and the
droid's voice sounds peculiar (a drawl, a strange
accent, a "nasal" quality to its speech).

DROID CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT

Unlike an organic character, droids come off the
assembly line prefabricated to be identical in almost
every way. They possess the same skills and knowledge, the same equipment and attachments, and look
exactly alike (save for their paint jobs). Each droid of
the same model comes pre-equipped with an identical
personality matrix, though these can change over
time, with experience and programming. Where an
organic character has learned her skills through
schooling and life experience, a droid is programmed
with necessary knowledge. Consider the following
topics when determining a droid character's
background and behavior:

• Low self-esteem. The droid is convinced that it
has somehow failed its primary function. Perhaps
the droid strives harder to serve an organic master
(in order to "atone" for the perceived failure);
conversely, the droid feels that it no longer has
worth and does not really try and operate at peak
efficiency any longer (by never spending
Character Points during skill rolls).
• No self-confidence. The droid is convinced that
its abilities are not equal to a given task.
• Obnoxious. The droid has a tendency to say "the
wrong thing at the wrong time" and is generally
regarded as unpleasant.
• Obsequious. The droid fawns over those it
deems its "betters" (typically organic owners),
constantly seeking their favor and approval.
• Obsessive tendencies. The droid has an annoying, obsessive quirk (such as a need to clean its
surroundings, or sort fairly unimportant files or
datawork). Sometimes this obsession with minor
tasks prevents the droid from adequately performing more important ones.
• Paranoia. The droid is convinced that it has
some sort of enemy, and is constantly worried
that it is in danger.
• Pompous. The droid believes it is "better" than
other mechanicals (or organics; player's choice)
and constantly makes disparaging remarks when
such beings are encountered.
• Sullen. The droid is very reluctant to speak or
interact with other organics. Questions to such a
droid must be very specific, as the unit typically
responds with as vague an answer as possible.
• Talkative. The droid simply can not stop speaking at inappropriate times.

NAME/DESIGNATION

The first thing you'll want to do after creating the "
rules" portion of your character is to come up with a
name for it. Droid names are generally made up of a
combination of numbers and letters (C-3PO, FX-7,
EV99, and so forth). These designations are not
unlike serial numbers, and they often include the
droid's model number as well as defining characters
that separate the droid from others of its class.
Most droid names include the unit's model number;
R2-D2 is an Industrial Automaton R2 astromech unit.
Most other R2 units have the characters "R2" somewhere in their names, as well though they are not
always pronounced. There are some companies that

use words or symbols as a model designation, though
these cases are rare (the Verpine Siak-series is one
such example). Often, owners will spell out the droid's
designation phonetically, giving the droid a more "organic" name ("MD-18" becomes "Emdee-Oneight," for
example). Other owners have ignored the droid's name
altogether, opting for a nickname of some sort. "Whistler" and "Mynock" from Michael Stackpole's X-Wing
novels are examples of this.
When choosing a name for your droid, take these
things into account. There is no limit to the number of
digits in a droid's designation; there could very well
be a 3PO unit with a designation of Q32H-3PO-9ST
somewhere in the galaxy. Usually, organics shorten
longer names for ease of reference (so the example
above could simply be referred to as "Kyu-three" or "
Ohnine").
MANUFACTURE/DESIGN
Of course, most of a droid character's traits will
come straight from the mold from which it was
formed. Whether the droid was of a type depicted in
this book or was created from scratch, someone built
it. (In general, the droid's manufacturer is found in the
unit's game stats.) Consider the manufacturing
company's policies regarding politics, society, the
military, and so forth. How do those views affect the
character's basic programming? While the very nature
of a personality

matrix allows for learning and expansion on many
levels, the beings who built the player character droid
would instinctively leave traces of their personalities
behind in the programming.
Remember to consider the reason it was built in
the first place. No matter how old the droid is, or how
much the droid's experiences and adventures may
have affected its development, there will always be at
least traces of the primary programming left over. An
agricultural droid may, during the course of its existence, learn to fire a blaster, fly a speeder, or speak
several languages. But the fact remains that it is still
an agricultural droid. Keep this in mind when
developing a droid player character. A battered and
adventurous cook-droid may act like a brash pilot (
but it will still talk about food preparation a great
deal).

ACTIVATION

Droids aren't "born," per se; they are "activated."
When activation occurs, the droid's knowledge and
personality are also activated. However, an older
droid will have either been modified by a previous
owner (or, in some cases, actually modified itself)
over a long enough period of time. The time a droid
player character has been activated can dramatically
affect the droid's behavior.

SIMULATED EMOTIONS
Droids are often programmed to react in very specific ways to their environment. Often, this programming is extremely sophisticated, resembling actual
emotions a great deal. The emotional response programming a droid receives is related directly to its
intended function. For instance, it is sometimes
beneficial for an assassin droid to display aggression
(or even outright anger), whereas a medical unit
would most likely display compassion to facilitate
interaction with organics under its care. These
feelings are programmed into the unit at the factory,
though the droid may develop and expand on the core
emotional programming.
It is up to the player to determine what emotional
responses a droid character possesses. Base this on
the unit's primary design, and take into account responses the droid may have learned since it was
activated. If, for example, you are playing a protocol
droid who has somehow developed a very aggressive
attitude and carries a big gun, decide where it learned
to respond to situations in that manner. Was it intentionally programmed that way by someone? Or has its
previous experiences molded the droids reactions?
Perhaps the central programming core from an assassin droid was placed into the chassis of a protocol
droid to avoid detection. Was this done by the owner,
or was it the act of a free-thinking droid that wanted
to

avoid destruction? Thinking about the reasons why a
droid character reacts the way it does helps make that
character more convincing (and more fun to play).

HISTORY

The past is as important to a droid character as it is
to an organic one--even more so in some cases. Because many droids are several decades old, it may
have been through many events that other characters
have never experienced. By the time Artoo and
Threepio came to be in the employ of the Lars family,
they had already been through many adventures with
other owners. The following guidelines can also help
to "flesh out" a droid character:
PREVIOUS OWNERS
Depending on the age of the droid, it is quite possible that it has served a number of masters, all with
their own personalities and agendas. Deciding who
these owners were can round out the gaming experience by giving the droid a history from which it has
learned (and modified its personality). Depending on
the occupation of a previous owner (and how the
owner used the droid's services) the droid may have
had many adventures prior to the events of its current
campaign. Remember when coming up with previous
owners that they didn't necessarily purchase the droid,
or use it for what it was specifically programmed for.

(Even a protocol droid can get a job
working on a moisture farm simply
because it speaks Bocce.) You can use
the following character hooks as they are
or as a groundwork from which to create
your own ideas:
• A former owner was a government official of some sort: Imperial, Old Republic,
or possibly a smaller system or planetary
official. Under his ownership, you learned
many things about dealing with politics
and bureaucracies. Your master used you
for a variety of tasks, including delivering
private messages, light repairs on his star
yacht, and watching over his children (
who were prone to causing all manner of
trouble).
• One of your owners had taken the time
to train you how to lie. (He was a
smuggler after all, and "a little backup
with a con never hurt," he claimed.) You
enjoyed the heroic nature of some of your
more dangerous missions, even though
you were the one forced to keep his ship's
faulty hyperdrive motivator operational....
• A young bounty hunter took you as pay
for a job. She never really needed a droid
hanging around, but still you wanted to
please your new master. While fulfilling
your primary function (protocol, foodpreparation, or other such task) you
learned the basics of first aid, weapon
repair and maintenance, and minor shipboard operations.
• A small store owner bought you to help
around the shop. While you were there,
you met many "regulars" who came to
know you on a personal level. The owner
was a kind old man, and kept you well
oiled, until you were stolen by one of the "
regulars." Your existence has been a
whirlwind of Black Market droid
auctions, smuggling runs and menial labor
ever since. You've seen a great deal, but
you still want to find your kindly old
master.
• Pirates stole you from one of your owners when they captured him as a slave.
They used you for administrative duties
and when you weren't pushing Imperial
slaver datawork around, the crew used
you for target practice. During this period
you lost a lot of vital circuitry but the
ruffians always managed to put you back
together again, albeit haphazardly. (You
still can't manage to get rid of that fluctuation in your neck servos, though.)
• After your last employment with an

accounting agency, you were auctioned off to the
head of a mercenary group. He let you keep all of
your programming and knowledge, following his
philosophy that "you never know when it'll come in
handy." After some time with the group, they began
installing new software and hardware on you. Now
you can sneak into an enemy stronghold, plot an
escape route for a personnel carrier, and figure out
what the boss will save in salary, all at the same time.

MEMORY WIPES

Many droid owners make it a practice to memory
wipe a new droid, and continue to do so as a part of
the droid's regular maintenance. Has your droid
player character ever had its memory erased? If so,
how long ago? Was the technician competent?
Remember that when a droid is memory wiped, its
personality matrix resets to the factory standard. In
some cases (depending on the technician's ability)
remnants of the former personality are left intact, as
well as memory fragments.

MEMORY WIPES AND
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

From the time a droid is activated its personality
matrix begins learning and developing. When a droid
is mindwiped, the personality matrix and memory default to the factory settings. The droid no longer
remembers

its former owners or its experiences and is essentially
"new" (save for any modifications or hardwired skills
it has acquired over time). Nevertheless, many droid
technicians don't do a complete job when erasing a
droid's memory, and some personality quirks can be
left over. This can make the droid more entertaining
to play.
Though the droid's memory has been erased, it will
still know how long it has been since it was activated.
It will also know that it had been mindwiped. In most
cases, a droid understands that a memory wipe is
simply part of existence, though some droids often
wonder what they were formerly like, who their
owners were, and so on. In certain cases, a droid's
longing to understand its own existence has become
obsessive.
Remember that a mindwiped droid considers its
history to be much shorter than it actually is. This can
be used by gamemasters to alarming effect. Perhaps
the character was a power droid refitted to process a
cheater chip routine for its former master who was a
sabacc gambler. Some of the victims who lost to the
droid and his master might show up and remember
the droid (even if the droid doesn't recall ever
meeting the being in question). Perhaps the droid was
reprogrammed for surveillance duty for CorSec and
some of its law enforcement protocols are still in
place; if the droid sees a crime being committed, it
immediately signals for the local constabulary (which
would be extremely embarrassing to smugglers at a
shadowport).

